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German text written here----

Photo by Keary Caiman

PREPARING FOR PRODUCTION of bla new book, GERMAN ROOT LEXICON, Dr. Howard H. Keller &aket a few
minute• to look at hl1 notet.

(Con tinued from pare 1)
year abroad. As he recalls, "I
catch errors in the original chose Paris because it is much
more fun than Moscow, and
data."
because Paris baa a fairly large
"The actual printing of the
number of Ruuian emigres
book (which ia alao on comwho still attend mosques and
puter tape) took only 50
retain their culture."
minutes, but four and a half
After reoejving his PhD from
months went into getting the
Georgetown University in
print chain, another month for
Washington, D.C. Dr. Keller
renting the computer and so
waa awarded a Fulbright Lecon," Dr. Keller said.
tureship at Sofia State UniverDistinguished as much by his
llity, Sofia, Bulgaria, where he
sta ture and prematurely
greying hair , as by his • was a Fellow at the 1968 Salzburg Seminar in American
multilingual a bility. Dr. Keller
Studies. A grant from the
speaks fluent Rueeian. French,
German, Bulgarian, and, of University Preu of Kentucky's
course, English. A native of Committee on Institutional
Brooklyn, N.Y., he received his Studies and R esearch, an
NDEA Foreign Language
Russian BA from Fordham
Fellowship and a National EnUniversity and spent his junior
dowment for the Humanities
Fellowship have also been
bestowed upon him.
During his stay in Bulgaria,
Keller met his German-born
wife, Helga, who was secretary
to the West German ambassador.
The following two years were
spent in the Army, "Captain"
Keller was stationed a year in
Oberammergal, West Germany.
in Merida," noted Dr. •John During that time he devised the
Ferguson, a coordinator for the root approach concept for
program. "Dr, Huck will be teaching German to his fellow
teaching Latin American American seldiers.
studies and Spanish during the
summer long visit."
"An introductory experience
in Spanish will be available,"
commented Fer,guson. "One
does not have to have Spanish
to participate, although it
Agnes Aidoo, lecturer at the
would be a definitie asset."
University of Cape Coast in
Ghana and currently a
Students will enroll in
graduate student working
Murray at the start of the 1974
toward a PhD in anthropology
summer ses1:1ion. Monday, June
at UCLA, will present a lecture
10, will be devoted to
at 8 p.m., Nov. 27 in the
registration and familiarization
auditorium of the Nursing
with the students and faculty.
Bldg.
Tuesday and Wednesday will
The topic of the lecture,
be spent in orientation and
sponsored by the Overseas
initial class meetings. ThurLiason Committee of the
sday, June 13, the participants American
Council
on
will journey by bus to MemEducation in Washington, will
phis, then fly on to Merida.
be "Nation Building and the
African Woman."
Several field trips have been
The committee annually
planned during the eight week
study. The schedule for these provides for international
trips has not been finalized, but scholars to tour and speak at
it
includes
visits
to select universities in the United
Chichenltza, Uxmal, Progresso, States.
According to Dr. J. R. Venza,
some rural towns, a tour of
Merida's principal landmarks chairman of the history departand po88ibly an overnight visit ment and a member of the
University
International
to Isla Mujeres on the eastern
Education Committee at MSU,
coast of the Peninsula.
''Only 12 to 14 speakers are
Cost for the Merida program selected to tour each year.
will be between $650 and $750,
State is very fortunate
depending upon enrollment.
This fee includes tuition,
travel, room, board and field
trips. Application forms and
further information can be obtained by contacting Venza. or
Ferguson.

Eight tooek workslwp to be held
at Colegio Peninsular in Mexico
Murray State will conduct an
eight week summer session at
the Colegio Peninsular located
at Merida, Mexico. Classes will
include field trips to the archaeological ruins of the Maya,
as well as other historical
areas.
The Colegio Peninsular will
house between 40-50 students.
Facilities at Peninsular include
a dormitory, clas srooms ,
library, cafeteria, swimming
pool, outdoor covered athletic
complex and study lounge.
The curriculum for the intercultural education program
will consist of courses in Latin
American studies , histo ry,
Spanish and education. These
classes will be taught by

Murray faculty members along
with Yucatecan specialists. Independent study in other
academic areas may be
arranged.
Dr. Ralph Venza, a coordinator of the Merida program,
and Dr. John Taylor of the
education department will be
among those teaching courses
during the eight week program.
Assisting these Murray faculty
members
will
be
Dr.
Georgeanne Huck of Central
CoUege, Iowa. Central College
offers a year long program of
study in Merida directed by Dr.
Huck.
"We decided to hire Dr. Huck
as an assistant in the program
due to her previous experiences

lnformation in regional atlas
product of seminar projects
"Our atlas will be a fine contribution to the regiona l
geography of Western Kentucky," said W. A. Franklin,
associate professor in the
geography
department.
Franklin and eight students
and graduates have been putting together an atlas consisting of the major economic
activities of the eight countries
of this region.
The atlas consists of a combination of 250 maps and
graphs and will be approximately 140 pages long
when completed. There is no
written detailed information
except to show trends on cer-

tain graphs and in the introduction to the booklet.
Some of the sections in the
atlas are physical geography,
education, popu lation and
agriculture. Information for the
atlas came out of seminar
projects and the ma pping was
done by students in Franklin's
advanced photography class.
The book will sell for approximately $2.
Franklin felt the need for an
atlas about this region three
years ago and . a year later put
his though ts to work. "It has
been a good academic uperienee for all of us, but it has
been a real task."

N.o ted black woman
to lecture on Nov. 27

Usl

Stop By, Shop, and ComparePrices and Service

Murray Muffler features t he fastest muffler installation in
this area. Dual exhaust, header systems
and custom exhaust along with brakework1
shocks and air conditiomng service rouna
out their services.

a;'VRRAY

to have been selected for this
lecture."
Bob
Head ,
associate
professor of art and director of
the University committee, has
also Rcheduled an informal talk
session with Ms. Aidoo at 1:30
that afternoon in Room 208 of
Faculty Hall. Both sessions are
open to the public.
Ms. Aidoo, the ftrst black
woman to be chosen for the lecture series, is presently on leave
from Cape Coast University
and working on her PhD dissertation topic, "Changing Structure of Politics and Society in
Central Asante, Ghana, from
1867-1901."
She has a special Patricia
'Nixon Scholarship within the
Fullbright Scholar program at
UCLA. In addition, she has
studied at St. Paul's in
Manitoba, Canada; the University of Toronto; and the School
of Oriental and African Studies
at the University of London.

All Christmas merchandise
at Thanksgiving specials.

Need a New Muffler?
Brake Work?
See
Shocks?
Air Conditioning?

Keller accepted the faculty
position at Murray State
University via ham radio in
1970, while be was serving his
final year in Vietnam. "A
deciding factor in my decision
waa the fact that I would be the
only Ruuian teacher and so
the program would sink or
swim with my efforts," he
remarked.
Among the other places his
travels have takt:n him to are
Mali, Africa and Puerto Rico.
This past July and August were
spent in the U.S.S.R studying
the theme of buffoonery in
Dostoevsky's works.
Keller dedicated his book to
hia wife, who proofread 4,000
words every night for a week.
Mrs. Keller works as a
secretary in the office of the
School of Arts and Sciences
and says she is proud of her
husbands efforts.
A companion book, Germ an
• English Root Dictionary, is
now ready and Dr. Keller is in
the process of locating a
publisher.
German Root Lexicon contains
173 pages and a
bibliography and will be
published Nov. 16, by the
University of Miami Press,
Coral Gables, Fla.

I
NOTICE: You can save enough with us
to buy a flock of turkeys.

MuH/M SERVJ (E

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Map!e St.

Phone 753-9999

1

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

Free Pick-up and Delivery

"near the Krater Store"

753-5R65
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Grin and spare it
Thirsty? How about hungry?
You're not cold are you? Well, if
you're not, you will be. Victims of
our own progress, we're running
scared. We said it couldn't, it
wouldn't happen here. It has.
America bas powered itself into an
energy crisis.
Every eight seconds a new
American is born. He doesn't say
much at first but his presence will be
felt for the next 70 years. Know
why?
This American will use 60 million
gallons of water, 28 thousand
gallons of gas, 19 thousand gallons
of oil, 10,251 pounds of meat, 30,000
pounds of milk, 9,000 of wheat and
equal amounts of other foods, fuels
and energy. And that's one person.
Multiply that times 200 million.
Kind of intangible, isn't it? We cannot perceive such figures. This alone
gives evidence to the urgency of
decision.
America has wasted, indulged ~nd
consumed unchecked for too
long. Had America been chosen for
the Garden of Eden, our satanic
ignorance of priorities would have
found us inhabiting a barren continent.
Even Murray, immune to most
new developments and innovations
was too busy building a college to
notice the impending crisis. It's here
now or rather it isn't. This University, because of the concentration of
persons on . limited facilities, has to
get tough.
Maintenance and fleet vehicles
have already exhausted contract
fuel several times and were forced to

buy gas from local stations. This is
more disturbing than it first appears; suppose other resources
currently scarce are made
available? How are we to deliver
them and meet supply demands?
It is obvious we are burning 100
per cent coal for heat on this campus
instead of the planned fuel oil. Obvious because every time that plant
fires up all smell breaks loose and
obnoxious gases permeate the campus. Why? We couldn't get fuel oil.
We're not being discriminated
against; there's none to be bad.
This 100 per cent excludes White
and Regents Halls. They operate on
their own natural gas facilities.
Equally vulnerable, these dorms
also face shortages. Natural gas supplies are diminishing and these
dorms have no alternate heating
plants. When the gas runs out,
Regents will truly be a "no hours
dorm.''
You might fmd some hallways
dark and some classes cool in the
weeks to come. Classes might be
scheduled in blocks to efficiently use
available heat. Things will go on' as
usual, just at a brisker pace. Not
drastic changes, just changes.
Local merchants have avoided the
hassle so far. Everything you want is
still in stock; it's light enough to see
them and they're warm enough to
handle. It was last time we checked
anyway.
What to do? Act like you care and
you might influence someone who
doesn't. That's a start.
There are those who will in effect,
put a band-aid on a cancer and push

A look at the Board-Editor'l note: This is another
in a series of articles takinB a
loole at the Murray State Board
of Regents, their positions,
backgrounds and ideas.
By JAYNE CLARK
Specl•l Writer

Because he was a graduate of
Murray State University, Mr.
O.B. Springer was named to the
MSU Board of Regents over 20
years ago. Governor Earl C.
Clements, feeling the need for a
graduate of Murray on the
Board, appointed Springer in
1950.
"Being a member longer than
anyone else on the Board, has
given me a chance to work for
the school I love so much,"
Springer said.
The former Murray letterman in both baseball and
football played on the 1928
Wonder Team. which Springer
said had been the best up to
that time.
Playing borne games in an
open field surrounded by old
bleachers, that 1928 Racer
squad compiled a 9·0·1 record
under Coach Carlisle Cutchin.
Springer said, "The new
stadium is just great, a lot bet·
ter than what I played in, even

better than Cutchin Stadium."
After graduating from
Murray in 1930, the man
Springer Hall was named for in
1964 coached high school football at Dawson Springs for
seven years.
Springer, the first president
of the Henderson Quarterback
Club, constantly works for
Murray. While coaching he
always made it a point to
recommend the school to his
athletes. Now in his business he
still refers to Murray when he
can.

to continue at this dizzying pace. We
don't need it. This planet is
ecologically Rick and it's too late
now to fool around with much more
aspirin.
The choices are not clear to
everyone. It is imperative they be
made clear. This country must
develop a conscience that insists on
long-term justification for immediate policy decisions.
We must learn living all over

again. repudiating most of our 300
years of "land of plenty" values and
goals. Technology must change from
demanding taskmaster to obedient
servant. We've got to turn off those
lights, throw on an extra blanket
and break-in a new pair of shoes.
Not the land of plenty, not even the
land of enough. It's too late to nod
approvingly at recent findings and
retire.
The cure might be worse than the
disease. But we've got to know.

O.B. Springer
One of the Board of Regents'
biggest problems, past Rotary
Club President Springer feels is
getting to know students better.
Talking with the students is
something he is always willing
to do.
"As a regional University,
everyone will make Murray
grow by recruiting and this is
where Dr. Curria will help,"
Springer said. Age and experience seemed to be the twu
things that appealed to
Springer and led him to say
that he looked forward to
working with Curris.
Many different occupations
are included in Springers'
bat•kground. He worked as an
auditor for the Internal
Revenue Service for 10 years, is
a licensed public accountant
and has served on the Kentucky Board of Accounting.
A member of the societies of
Mason, Oddfellow, Elk, Moose
and Pi Kappa Alpha, Springer
still found time to be in the insurance business for 20 years
and &erve as president of the
Henderson Insurance Agents
Association.
After selling the insurance
agency two years ago, the Kentucky Colonel devoted his time

to being vice-president of the
Mac's Clothing Store chain
that he has been associated
with since 1965.

Being a Henderson resident
since 1935 has given 66 yearold Springer a chance to
become very involved in com·
munity affairs, and he has!
The vice·presidency of the
Henderson Junior Chamber of
Commerce led to Springers'
election in 194 1 for the First
Distinguished Servire Award as
Young Man of the Year. He
was also on the Board for the
Chamber of Commerce and
State Director for the Junior
Chamber of Commerce for
three years.
Other community affairs
Springer has been active in are
Red Cross, Salvation Army,
Junior Achievement, YMCA
and Henderson United Funds
as a Board member and past
president and pret~ident director of the Henderson Handicap
School.
Aside from all this activity,
Springer said he did find time
to work a little, enjoy being
with his wife, Tommye, and
play a little golf.
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Tenure:
Monday's inaugural address by
Elvis Stahr pointed out that one of
the greatest challenges in higher
education today is the defense of
academic freedom. One of the
favorite defenses of this freedom is
academic tenure.
Tenure has been a part of
American higher education since
1915 when it was promoted by the
American Association of University
Professors. The idea was designed
specifically to protect academic
freedom. When a faculty member
was granted tenure, he or she would
not be fired by the school except for
just cause.
Thus th(' faculty could teach according to their beliefs and
know ledge of their fields, could be
critical of school policies, could be
active in political or other
discussions; all without fear of
losing their jobs for these actions.
This is, of course, an oversimplification. But the basic premise
behind tenure seems not far
removed from that of unionization,
the merit system, the seniority
&y8tem and other methods within
our society, ideally designed to give
some degree of job security to an employee.
In the academic community it is
known as tenure. A simple idea on
ita face, but far-reacing in ita effects
on the academic world.
Prior to 1969, tenure at Murray
State was limited to professors and
a880ciate professors who had served
three years. Effective Sept. 1, 1969,
the tenure policy lowered the
academic requirement to include
thoee faculty members who have a
master's degree in their "principal
area of responsibility." From here
the policy sets guidelines for granting tenure and establishes the
powers and limitations of it.
According to Dr. William G.
Read, vice-preeident for academic
affairs, about 45 per cent of the
university faculty baa tenure at the
present time. No ten~p"e waa sranted by the university last year. Last
year's recommendations have been
held for consideration with those for
this year.
Followe pidellnee

P.,e I

The academic merit system?
dean and a faculty member from
each school except the sraduate
school). All considerations are
private and the recommendation is
forwarded with the approval or
disapproval of each.

Since this policy was made ef- tenure, should a facuity reduction
fective in 1969, no faculty member become nece88ary, some depertwill be in this "must set or go" menta might get some flexibility by
catesory until Sept. 1, 1975.
terminatins certain positions.
Prior aervlce coneldered

This channel is designed so that
academic considerations are the
An exception to this may also be
same for all teachers on campus. drawn from the policy. Up to two
The department chairmen and years full-time aen.·ice at another inschool deans know what their stitution "may be allowed as part of
teachers are doing on a day-to-day
an individual's probationary
basis. But what one chairman sees
period ... " It also stipulates "a
as exceptional, another may see as
maximum of three academic years of
only acceptable.
full-time service at Murray State
This is where the vice-president University prior to September I,
and the tenure committee come in. 1969 may be considered in recomThey take the recommendations of mendins a faculty member to a
the schools and apply an overall tenure position."
standard. This is especially true of
It considered in specific cases,
the tenure committee. This step these clauaee could put more present
ideally will mitigate any differences members of the faculty in the "must
in the standards acroas the univer- get or so" category. According to Dr.
sity. It has also received some Hogancamp, the University could
criticism that academics do not en- use this clause in makins up the full
ter in its consideration.
six-year probationary period at the
present time if it were specifically
applicable
to a faculty member's
Tenure or bult
situation.
Technically that is. He indicated
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, Vice- such a general application is
President for Administrative Affairs, unlikely.
says the committee does not actively
The Board of Regents has asked
seek out information in this area. He for a list of tenured faculty at MSU.
says this is done in the original Dave Curtis, student representative
recommendation. The committee on the Board, explained that the
considers these recommendations Board wanted to investigate the exand applies an overall standard.
tent of the tenured faculty on camFrom the tenure committee, the pus. Should a faculty reduction
recommendation goes to the become necessary for financial or
president and then to the Board of other reasons, those with tenure
would presumably be the last to go.
Regents for official action.
If a department were to have a high
A faculty member may be recom- percentage of ita faculty tenured,
mended for tenure "following a that department would have little
probationary period of three to six choice as to which teachers would be
(3-6) yean of full-time active service the f11'8t to go.
to (the univeraity) ... After six
Both Dr. Reed and Dr. Hosanacademic yean of full- time, active camp pointed out that tenure will
service to tbe univenity, excluaive of not insure a teacher's position if his
leaves, the faculty member shall be or her particular job at the Univerrecommended for tenure or be sity no longer exists. Thus, despite
notified that he will be employed
for only one additional year."
Thus, after eeven yean, a teacher
will have tenure or will no longer be
working at Murray State University.

When a teacher has tenure, he is
a88ured of a renewed contract each
year "unless he is removed by the
Board of Regents for immorality,
inefficiency, incompetency, or failure
to cooperate with the plans and
policies of the University, or failure
to perform satisfactorily the duties
assigned to him, or for conduct that
has destroyed his usefulness to the
institution or if there is no longer a
position available within the
University for which he is
qualified."
Provide• aecurity
If this is the case, one may ask
what good is tenure to a teacher.
The exclusions in the policy could be
made to apply to nearly any but the
perfect faculty member.
In answer to this, Dr. Read calla
tenure the university's recosnition of
both a teacher's work and competence. If a teacher were fired for
some reason and sought reinstatement through due proceBB,
tenure could be used to show that
the university had expressed
satisfaction with his performance.
The school may then have to show
why that teacher's performance is
suddenly unsatisfactory. If
reasonable evidence cannot be
shown, the university may have to
reinstate that teacher.
Is tenure too extensive at Murray
State? Is the tenure decision-making
process fair? Is it really a protection
for academic freedom or just a
means to 8DCOUra1e DOD·
involvement and pasaive attitudes in
teachers on probation?

These are questions which must
be anewered if the challeqe to
academic freedom is real and is to
be met.

MARANATHA

STUDENT

Atrrav &tatr Nrms

CENTER

Murrar Stat. UnMnitr

First it must be said that tenure
can be granted only by the Board of
Regents. It must also be said that
the policy does not rigidly bind the
Board. It is something akin to a
general statement of intention. As
with moat policy statements, it is
very unlikely that exceptions to it
will be made but such a thing is not
out of the question.
Tenure
recommenda tiona
originate with the department chairmen. From there the reeommendations go to the deans of the
schools, the vice-president for
academic affairs and the Leave,
Tenure, and Promotion Committee
(chaired by the vice-president for
administrative affairs and includes
the academic vice-president, the
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Flare forth thy golden
rediscovered beams,
New cleansed doors; augment
the crisped gold
Or the gum,
Which mellow in autumnal
purchase chill.
And ye, historic plants, who
patiently divide
The Quad and gently gowned
goers guide
Unto the crumbling steps that
carry upward
Climbers to the ceremonial site,
Reflare, rebeam the gold from
thy now falling
Fallen and as yet unfallen
leaves,
And reaugment the polished
portals' gleam.
Drive hence, oh beams united,
akyborne
Mista who cowl the azure bowl
beyond,
Unscowl the heavens, yea, call
forth Apollo;
Yea more, call down ce: :.llean
gauze to bathe
The campus, nay, the village;
nay more Bathe every
Callowayat1 btubbled lea
With interblended blue and
gold, flt witness
Of the blessing Nature softly,
gladly grants
To this proud man-enacted
scene below.

Amid the bating blue, the
beaming gold;
Lead on, carved symbol of
authority,
The flat-topped folk who follow
thee,
Forward, up, and ?n·.
And now mstde
Are all the empty-hooded ones.
I follow
Not, but stay to pluck, to hold,
and then
To crush against my brow a
Holly leaf,
Foreseen beside the now untrodden steps,
And to reflect upon the crush of
time
Since flrst, midst Adriatic blue
and gold
Waa born a thousand years ago
the rite
Enacted now within these
ruddy walls.
Oh worthy ritual! Oh school! as
thus
You enter here of thy millennium
The second twentieth, fear not
thy spark is failed,
But hail to une in fire more
constant,
And pray fate guide and help
him cure us.
Oh school. Oh faculty, Oh boss,
Oh team,
Amid the gathered gleams of
blue and gold,
Proceed assured, in faith
proceed, go on,
Now onward press, assured of
To re-enact Bologna.
Nature' s smile
(Assured tonight three stars
J ohn H. Adams
will blush awhile)
Press onwa rd flam e-t ipped Associate Professor
Department of English
weapon bold
Editor :
I am one of those for tunate
to I ive off campus but unfortunate to have a "C" sticker.
This letter is the product of extreme frustration in attempting
to locate a parking place while
still attending class.
Twice I have received a
ticket for parking in faculty and
staff areas. Not being able to
find a place in the " C" zone
and realizing I was about to
miss my 9:30 class, I noticed an
abundance of spaces in the
faculty and staff zone. Other
"C" sticker cars were parked in
the zone so I pulled in, feeling
the MSU Security force would
be merciful. No way!
After paying my second
dollar for parking fines, I
decided not to park in faculty
and staff zones. This, however,
resulted in still another
problem.
I arrived at the "C" zone lot
acroes from the Library at 9: 15.
After cruising around the lot
for about five minutes to no
avail, I proceeded to the lot
near the old stadium, noticing
several empty staff and faculty
spaces along the way. Not finding a legal space there, I
headed for the "C'' zone that is
about 900 miles from campus.
I'm speaking of the one where
the only available spaces are on
tree stumps or in the middle of
a swamp.
Defeated, I drove back to the
Library lot and actually found
an empty space in the "C"
zone. By this time I had missed
the first twenty minutes of my
class. This is not a lone occurenoe; often I have missed
class altogether as a result of
this situation.
I know for a fact that I am
not alone in this plight. Why
are there ao many faculty and
staff apacea and 80 few for commuters? What can I do when I
can't find a place to park?
Bill Shoulta

Editor:
A person is taking his life
into his own hands when he attempts to cross the street on
campus. I know by experience.
The first time I really noticed
that people disregard the signs
was last Wednesday. I was
walking from the Applied
Science Bldg. to the SUB. I
looked both ways before
crossing, but apparently I
wasn't aware of the guy on the
bicycle who had absolutely no
intention of stopping. I asked
him if be could read the sign,
but he only gave me a dirty
look which implied I had committed a mortal sin. So, I
picked up my books and went
on my merry way.
Things wouldn't have been
bad if I hadn't had another
near tragic encounter two days
later. It occurred at another
croeswalk near the SUB. A car
.stopped to allow me to crosa.
There was nothing comin1 the
other way, so I started acroes.
The next thing I knew I bad
acquired a coat of blue paint
from an official University car.
The maintainance man who
wu driving honked his horn af.
ter he had so conveniently
poliahed his fender on my
slacks. The passenger in his car
shouted a few choice words as
they disappeared in a cloud of
smoke.
80

Editor:
I would like to welcome the
Murray State Gymnastics Club
to the growing list of athletic
t e ams seeking Univers ity
recognition and money for competition expenses. Th" Murray
State Judo Club has been active in collegiate and open competition for two years at its own
expen5e. The athletic department requires a two year internship as a club of each
potential athletic team before it
can be accepted as a part of the
University.
Judo baa been part of this
University for over six years
now. I think we have demonstrated that judo is here to
stay. Judo is now the third
largest sport in the Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU) and a
permanent sport in the Olympics. Last year the NCAA added judo to its list of sporta.
There are now judo clubs at
Paducah Community College,
University of Louisville,
University of Kentucky,
Eastern, Western, Morehead,
Cumberland College and
several others in neighboring
states.
Judo is the primary sport at
Cumberland Co llege . The
college pays for all the expenses
of the team which competes
twice weekly. November 10 i!l
homecoming at Cumberland
and their feature event is a
judo tournament in which we
will compete. This year's Midwest
Collegiat e
Jud o
Association
Championship
(NCAA eliminations) will be
held at Cumberland.
11'rom September of last year
to the end of this semester we
will have competed in thirteen
tournaments at our own expense. However, we have not
been able to send our entire
club of 60 members. We raised
some money by our first-place
float
in
this
year's
Homecoming parade which the
NEWS didn't even mention.
If the athletic teams seeking
University funding would show
they have a foundation to build
on and take a more active role
in University activities as we
have done, perhaps we can all
benefit. We must demonstrate
to the University that our
programs are sound, active
and progressive. No University
wants to support an unstable,
dying organization.
Bill Falls
Coach of the Murray State
Judo Cub

WheTe were the security men
at the time? My guess is that
they were parked behind the
Administration Bldg. I have
never seen any of the
cr()88walka being patrolled, and
I don't expect to. The Security
office allowed the drivers an
adjustment period after the
crosswalks were installed. How
long will the adjustment period
last? Moet likely until they
have to 8Cl"ape the remain.a of
someone off the pavement.
Fran O'Hara

Editor:
A question has come to mind
as to the validity of the spirit
trophy given at last w~k's
Austin Peay game, Saturday,
Nov. 3. How is the spirit trophy
determined, by who yells the
loudest, the moet popular. or
who is dressed in the latest
fashions? If so, I can understand why the Sig Eps won.
True, the Sig Epa did show
more school spirit than did alot
of the other so-called Racer
fans. However as a member of
the Marching Thoroughbreds, I
feel the band shows much more
spirit
than
any
other
organization on campus, and is
the least recognized for ita efforta. What other sroup practices each and every day of the
week, regardless of the
weather, (besides the football
team)?
The band is preMnt, in full,
at every home 1ame, plus aome

Editor:
I' d like to reply to a couple of
MSU students who are worried
about the health of my dog who
comes to school with me daily
and stays in the car. There are
several reasons:
Firat, "Babe" is a lucky dog
in that we have managed to
eave her life several times in
the two months we' ve had her.
When we 1ot her abe was 4 1/2
No, we don't do this because months old, weighted 20 lbe.
we are required but because we and was skin and bones. She
made the choice to be members had distemper and the vet had
of the band at the beginning of given up; there was very little
the semester. No one is forced hope for survival. 1 fed her ice
to be a band member. When we cream, milk, meat and cereal
join we know the respon- every hall-hour, day and ni1bt
sibilities and obligations en- (except for the one hour in the
mornin1 and afternoon I was in
tailed for the semester.
clua.)
Therefore I feel the Marching
Thursday of this week ia VThoroughbreds have been day. For us--on that day we'll
slighted in the recognition that learn if there are any proble11111
is so very much deserved for associated with distemper.
their effort.
There have been other
Nothin1 can take away the problems. Our Chinese Chow
trophy which has already been was poisoned three times before
given, but maybe with the they succeeded in killing her.
coming of the basketball season Also, "Babe" nearly bled to
more people will recognize and death when someone threw
appreciate the spirit of the broken glasR into her area and
band. After "all, what would abe cut her leg to the bone.
Second, we ' got "Babe' '
half-time be without the band,
es pecially the high-stepping through a concerned vet in
Mississippi. Her former owner
Marching Thoroughbreds?
had beaten, starved and tried
Patti Hoffman
to kill her. The vet told us that
the only way we would be able
to calm her down and restore
her faith in man would be to
Editor:
We are writing in r esponse to keep her with us constantly.
the servke we received in the Thus riding in the car would
campus - Library. Having help her gain a sense of security
received a not ice for an over- where she couldn' t be abused.
Finally, Babe is a highly indue book we promptly reported .
telligent
and sensitive dog.
to the Library, returned the
book and paid the fine for When we first brought her
home, any noise terrified her.
which we received no receipt.
Any att~mpts by the family to
A week later we received play with her, to pet or brush
another overdue notice for the her would cause her to run and
same book for which we had hide. Now she plays with the
aJready paid the fine. When family, wags her tail and comes
inquiring about the notice, we when called. She enjoys riding
were instructed to find the book in the car and has calmed down
and bring it to the circulation considerably.
desk. We found the book on the
1 appreciate the concern of
shelf and the section librarian these MSU students but under
told us to return the book to the circumstances I feel they
the circulation desk along with would be better off if they
the notice in order to correct directed their concern to
the apparent mistake.
another channel. Maybe I am
When we returned up~~tairs mistreating
"Babe" "by
with the supposedly overdue allowing her to go to !lchool
book. we were told the amount with me, but at least in the
of the fme we were to pay. With. safety of my car she isn't
that, we informed the person beaten, cut or poisoned.
that this book had been retur- R. Randolph
ned a couple of days after it
had been checked out and that Editor'• Note:
The MURRAY STATE
when we received the overdue
notice, the book was not even NEWS welcome• any letters,
in our possession. We also told articlea, cartoon• and picthe person that we had paid the ture• from Univeraity
faculty
and
first fme for a book which was atudenta,
alumni.
not even overdue.
Letter• to the Editor may
She informed us that the
be no loneer than 250 worda,
Library was having difficulty
typed and double-apaced.
with atudenta "reahelving books
All letter• muet be eiped or
when they returned them. We
they will not be publlehed.
told the person that we were
Upon reaaonable requeet,
not so energetic that we would
namet~ can be withheld in
reshelve the book when the
publication.
people there were getting paid
The NEWS haa the rieht to
for this aenice.
change the letters to conAfter standing for over an form to ita style, but every
hour at the circulation desk, we effort will be made to leave
ended up payin1 the fme and meanine
and
content
learning that certain people in unaltered. We reserve the
the Library are perfect and rilht to reject letters for
never make a mistake. We were reaaone of Uberel or taste.
also given helpful hinta on
Guest article. may be from
what we should do in the fur- 250 to 750 words and will
ture when we receive an over- follow the same standard•
due notice. We feel we were ae Letten to the Editor.
taken advantage of and
Camera butf1 and carwhether the librarians admit it toonilh may al10 aubmit
or not, they are human like work to the NEWS. All piceveryone elae and can make ture. muat be black and
mistakes.
white, clear and •harp. Cartoona allould be aubmtu.d
Janie Anderson
on h"'vy, wla.ite paper.
Jackie FauDmer

of the out-of-town game.s . We
play from the beginning of pregame until the stands are empty, but no one else except the
band members are completely
aware or this, because most
"fans" leave when it is certain
that Murray has won. Already
anticipating next weeks column
I will proceed to answer why
the band does this.

Nov. 1
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of Feasting
To Be With Family
To Be With Friends
To Look To the Future
To Look at The Past

A celebration that started in 1621 in Plymouth, Massachusetts. No, not a legend,
but an event that was brought forth by the combined efforts of two races • Red and
White. These people lived in peace and shared with one another.
May we pray and hope, on the forthcoming Thanksgiving Day, that people of
today's time learn to do the same.

HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY HOLIDAY
The Staff of the
. MURRAY STATE NEWS
and Journalism Faculty

•'

•u

t

Catherine Chapin
Mike Jones
Scott Simpson
Sally Hoback
Kendall King
G w . • o...:
• •• & ,
~as ,,
Tom Peterson
Linda Murphy
Nancy Kelly
Mark Hultman
Steve Givens
Susan Clem

Sherry Newman
Keary Caiman
Ray Bowman
Steve Hale
Sarah
Trousdale
'.
Karen Wood
Ava Magee
Linda Buchanan
Tom Scrugp
Betty Veatch .
Jeff Mardeuse
Mike Buckingham

Patrice Bradley
Dara Cope
Annette Borders
April Pierce
Jayne Clark
L. J. Hortin
Ron Dahlgren
Neil Woodruff
John Erardi
Robert McGaughey
Barbara Holden
Sam Traughber
Sheila Jones
Steve Lowery
Kathryn Northington
Nanci Peterson
Steve Vied
Pat Wilson
OUR NEXT ISSUE IS DECEMBER 7 th
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.Theatre review

Superb oral interpretation
provided by 'Algernon' cast
By SHERRY NEWMAN
As11t. Campus Life Editor

"!<'lowers of Algernon" an
oral interpretation by Reader's
Theatre is a touching story of a
mentally retarded adult, whoRe
de!'ire to be "smart" is much
greater than any fear he might
have about the possible failure
of the necessary operation.
Both Donald Maley, Murray,
and Michael Sovereign, Crystal
Lake, Ill., do a magnificent job
as Charlie Gordon. Both have a
difficult role to interpret as
they are transformed from a 32
year-old man with an I.Q. of 70
to one with an I.Q. of 185.
As
the
interprets tion
progresses, Charlie reveals his
desire that he ju11t wants to
have friends, but it seems it is
impossible. His fellow employees, Gimpy (Chuck Fleck,
Hazlet, N.J.), Joe Carp (Doug
Hinners, Metropolis, Ill.),
Frank Reilly (Larry Riter,
Loundonville, Ohio), and
Fanny Birden (Caryl lmray,

Mattituck, N.Y.) all made fun
of Charlie when he was unable
to understand, but res~Jnted
him after his intelligence began
to increase.
"Flowers for Algernon"
discloses the cruelty and
inhuman treatment of the mentally retarded by not only
uneducated people, but intelligent individuals as well.
Charlie realizes that no one
considers him an individual,
but only a specimen with no
feelings of his own. He desires
only friendship. love, and understanding but receives it from
no one but Alice Kinnian
(Nancy Jo Uzzle, Eldorado, Ill.)
and even she is hesitant to
become involved too soon.
Charlie's family is the common example of a family's lack
of exceptance when a mentally
retarded child is born into the
family. Rose Gordon (Vickie
Ray, Kevil), Charlie's mother,
fails to accept the fact that
Charlie will never be 'normal'

and his sister (Katie Paschall,
Puryear, Tenn.) refuses to play
with him because he can't play
checkers and "gets everything
all confused."
All of the cast did an excellent job in a difficult, but
dramatic interpretation. It
seems an oral interpretation
production is a much more difficult type of presentation in
which to involve the audience
(aa well as keeping the cast 'in
character') because an oral interpretation involves no
scenery, props, or elaborate
costuming.
Mrs. 'Polly Zanetta, speech
instrurt.or and director of the
interpretation
adapted
the play ''Flow~rs for Algernon," to the oral interpretation
causing her to shorten the
presentation along with
creating the two Charlies, one
as the narrator and one aa himself. Mrs. Zanetta should be
commended on a superior job
as director.

Strange Fruit

Pilgrim's Progress

By JOH N ERARDI

The Pilgrims definitely had it
together. Anybody who could
plan a party that turned into
an annual affair and is still
going strong over 300 years after its inception knew what was
happening.
The whole idea was a great
one... have a big harvest, cha!le
down a few turkeys, break out
the good china and some of the
top shelf stuff from England,
invite the Indians and there
you have it--The First Annual
Thanksgiving Invitational as
Sponsored by The Pilgrims of
Plymouth Bay.
In just a few days we all will
be heading home for a taste of
the big white bird, and we
won't even give a thought to
the men who made it all
possible.
What a shame, that the-great
party boys of our early history
have been forgotten . American
history texts don't list their
names or deeds, so some great
memories have gone to the
grave.
I think that it is time they
were resurrected, don't you?
After all,
what
is a
Thanksgiving without a toast
or two to those we should give
thanks?

.......

Here are just a few names to
kick around at the dinner table
on Thursday in between gobbles of dressing, cranberries
and pumpkin pie. The list is by
no means complete, but all of
The Biggies are mentioned.
·Remember them in your
prayers.
Louie ..Letimhavit" Leftowicz : Lou was the man
behind the whole show you
might say. A member of the
religious hierarchy, Mr. L. earned his nickname when he gave
a speech defending the

Pilgrims' right to have a big
blowout even though a long,
hard winter was forecast and a
food shortage possible.

than honorable, however, as
testified by Pocahontas, who
met this wildman's advances
with a mincemeat pie.

Mary
...Right
Arm"
Tataglia: Miss M. is included
here because she coined a
cliche at the Bav Bash which is
still with us today. When asked
by the hostess if she would like
a particular part of the turkey,
Mary responded with "Right
Arm." A coterie of drunken
Purtians picked it up, raised
their bottles high in the air and
shouted, "Right On! Right
On!"

Maggie "White Trash"
O'Brien: Mag's story is a sad
one, for she was the only
Pilgrim whose reputation was
undeservingly ruined by this
repast. After exchanging a bowl
of her homemade tapioca pudding for an offering of succotv.h from an Indian chief,
the red man gave the little lady
his opinion of it. The name
stuck. O'B, was later burned at
the stake in the town square,
but her recipe for thi~ delicious
dessert lived on.

Willie "Pieface" Bradford:
Before the classic ceremony
had begun, Mr. B. waa hailed
in the colonies as "The Man
With a Plan.'' The plan was to
invite the Indians, a move
praised by his fellow Pilgrims.
Willie's intentions were less

Photo by Ray Bowman
DR. J AY STRAUSS, Chu ck Fleck. (left) a rgue• wi th Profe88or
Harriet Nemu r, Jane Rice, (rilbt) that It i11 too .oon to decide the
eucce.. of the oper ation on Char lie.

Harold
"Doitagain"
Hossenfeffer: The Hoss, as
some called him, is pOA!Iibly the
Pilgrim that should be closest
to our hearts. A known
masochist, weird Harold was

Montgomery Ward
Sales Agency
1203 Chestnut
Phone 753-1966
· ~atest in fashions at the best prices."

being pummeled in the head by
[ndian maidens with corncobs
out back of the speaker's
podium, when his plea for more
was picked up by the P.A.
system. The utterance was
greeted by applause from the
well-stuffed chowhounds, and
it was decided to make this

STL1 DENT

thing called Thanksgiving an
annual affair.

••••

Louie, Mary, Willie,
Maggie and Harold: May the
Bird of Paradise visit you on
Thursday and plant a diseased
gourd in your heavenly garden.
Peace be with you.
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FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Plain

DRESSES
2 pc.

SUITS
Maxis, Fur Trims, Zip
Lining, Pleats, Extra

No Limits

SLACKS
TROUSERS
Plain

Bean Bags!

SKIRTS

Lounge size $39.99 was $44.95
Regular size $24.50 was $27.50
36" square pillows $19.95
refills $3.99
was $24"95

No Limits

Bells, Pleats, Extra

'

SHIRTS 5 for $1.10
on hanger

I Until December 3rd /
126 film 87t
110 film 77t
Slot Machine Bank $13.22

0neHOUR
DRY CLeaneRS

was $19.99

Nina - Ricci
Holland Drugs

18" Black Light w/ 2 posters
$9.99 was $14.99

Store Hours:
7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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lb. CAlllpuo abd community will be acupied lor
lb. Flea Marbt withovl charp. Tile Nt:WS
,_,.,.. tlw n1ht to echt or omit any In·
fnnnAiion, but overv efYm-t will be m•d•I.O print
all
of jnlernt tn th. rampUA and tom ..
munity
No olh-•rtioi"l ton bo •«~ for tho Fl••
Market from a ~ath? of any bu<t.......
Information, indudint . . . -. odd.- oad
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•cl•

Mnnda) bolo"' tlo• t'rida\· pOhllc-atio1n
Ro"'n Ill , Wll•on Hall
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FOR SALt: Smrth C"'.t~rn"l 1\-powrllrr. 111;,
1ood ohof'<'. Motn,.la .,.,.., .......,rd pla)'er, S:Vo,
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RIDES & RIDERS
Nf.EJJ RIDF. to Lnuisvillo fnr Thankl!ll•rin«
vacation. Co11 luvo any rirnco Will j,.(p Wllh n •
.,.,._ Coli 7fi7.38-•.0 and uk fnt Judv.
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Photo by Stephen Fitzgerald
Saturday'a pme w ill be a decldin.. factor in t h e
conference title u the aeuon come• to (you
rueaaed It) an "ead."

Jamea I. Schempp, director,
has chosen the production
crews for the children's theatre
presentation of "The Great
Cr088 Country Race." Heading
the crew u stage manager is
Ed Odom, Paducah.
Carpenters include Alan K.
Martin, Radcliffe; Roger Hum·
pbrey, Rumsey; Mark Atha,
Frankfort; Randy Powell,
Chicago; Wayne Britton, Mansfield, Ohio; Larry Riter,
Butler, Ohio; Dave Dowdy,
Brentwood, Mo.; Bill Mengel,
Murray; Kam McDonald, St.
Mary's Mo.; Sally Hoback and
,Julia Harris, Louisville; Dee
Drennon, LaGrange; Julie
Cveticanin, Hodgenville; and
Jeff Lackey, Radcliffe.
Electricians are Dowdy,
Mengel, Humphrey and Mar·
tin.
In charge of costumes for the
production are Kay Threlkeld,
Versailles; Mike Stallings,
Owensboro; Cathy Crecelius,
Paducah; Rene Boyd, Hen-

derson; Judy Nanney, Beaver
Dam; Vicki Jo Stevens, Paris,
Tenn.; Vicki Campbell, Fulton;
Julie Cveticanin, Sally Hoback
and Kam McDonald.
The make-up crew includes
Randy Powell, Marcy Maddox,
Sturgis; and Debbie Hunter,
Mansfield, Ohio. Dave Dowdy
will be in charge of sound.
Properties will be handled by
Alan J{. Martin, Mike Young,
Owensboro;
and
Kam
McDonald. Dee Drennon will
handle graphics.
Schempp is adapting the idea
of the "living newspaper" to
the production, in that he plans
to use a comic strip sequence as
n backdrop for the action. The
characters in the play, he said,
are like comic strip charact-ers
and this type of set will help
create the desired effect. The
only problem Schempp anticipates is the possible mauling
of the tortoise and hare, whom
he plans to have run through

NEED RfDE to Ponoma City, l'ta or that or••
lrw Th•nluogivtnK vO<·atrnn Can tuvalota Mnn ·
doy. Call 767·2UO

SERVICES RENDERE D
24-HOUR HO'I'LINF. Troil>ed counMinr
duly, 7M-flll66.

'Great Cross Country Race '
off and running, crews chosen
the audience du ring the
production.
"The Great Cross Country
Race" will be presented Nov.
29 - Dec. 1 at 9:30 a.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.

7ti7.

c."'-.'' \'en N.-w m' •tnr •nd
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MARCHING Thoroughbred Band, the
majorette• and the color pard will accompany
the Raeera thla weekend u they take on the
HUitoppera at Weatern Kentucky Univeraity.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY. BarfMII From th• Gana
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.,HOW CAN I BE a Cbrlatlan in
the Military?" Ia the topic Major
David Hanaen, Ind ian a ROTC
inatruetor, will puraue at 6:30
p.m . Nov. 28 at Ria Hou se.

Specials
Bata

Basketball
Shoes

Bic
\Buy 1

~'et

1 FREE

Red and Gold

Old Edit ion and
Used Paperback

Book Sale

lOc and

$3.75

UP

Wear one of our mistakes! ---Perfectly good Jerseys--but we goofed the printing

25c & UP

Wallace's Bookstore
across from MSU library

INTRODUCING THE 1974 VOLKSWAGEN
When you buy one,
you get covered by our Owner's Security Blanket,
the most advanced new cor coverage plan in the world.
For the first 12 months or 20,000 miles,
if anything goes wrong,
we'll fix it free.* (If the repair tokes overnight, just make
on appointment and we'lllend you a cor free.)
That's just part of our Owner's Security Blanket.
Come in and we'll tell you more.
•For 12 months or LO,OOO miles, whichever comes first, in
normal use and service we'll fix any factory defective pert except
tires and filters on any properly maintained '74 Volkswagen

Carroll
Volkswagen, Inc.

AUTt-IORIZtO
OtA~t"

P . . . ll

Nov. lt. 1171
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For your infor mation:

Campus quiet as students anticipate break
Attention
all
publicity
representatives from campus
organizations!
We
request your pre.ence
at a meetinl to be held
at 2:46 p.m., Nov. 29 in
Room 111, Wilson Hall.
We will diseuse the
procedure for eubmittinl articles to the
NEWS in a way to better serve you and us.
All
or1anizationa
should be represented
at this meetin1.

Sister pledge clau went active.
Another Little Sister pledge
class was taken the same
evening.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Gamma Xi chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta is having a hay
ride tonight at 6 p.m. Everyone
is to meet in the room. Undergradua,tes, pledges and
their dates are invited.
The fall pledge clasa of
Alpha Gam took their walk-out
this past weekend. The pledges
and captured undergraduates
went to Gatlinburg, Tenn.

KAPPA ALPHA

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Kappa Alpha will hold a
house party tonight at 7 p.m.
There will be plenty of act ivities and refreshments.
Tomorrow Kappa Alpha members will travel to Western
Kentucky University to attend
the Murray-Western game.

The Alpha Epsilon pledge
class of Alpha Tau Omega went
on their walkout to New
Orleans last weekend.
Also last weekend, Brothers
Dave Graham, Murray; George
Smily, Paducah; and Brad
Gilchrist, Carrier Mills, Ill.;
visited Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale, Ill.
attended the installation of the
new Alpha Tau Omega Chapter
there.
This Saturday most of the
Brothers will attend the
Murray-Western game at
Bowling Green.

PSI CHI
Tuesday, Nov. 27 at 4 p.m .,
Or. Charles Ward, associate
professor of psychology, will
present a lecture on " Functional Stimuli in Serial Learning." The public is invited.
Dr. Thomas Posey's presenta tion on Nov. 5 was incorrectly
reported as being on research
involving the hypothalmus. The
presentation was actually on
H ippocampus.

SIGMA PI
The brothers of Sigma Pi will
have a pre-tuner, rush party
tonight at 6:30. Tomorrow morning at 9:30 all brothers,
pledges and rushees that want
to attend the Western game
should meet at the house.
Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. there
will be a Hairy Buffalo party at
the house.
Sunaay at 5:30 p.m. the Little Sisters of Sipna Pi will give
a Thanksgiving dinner for the
brothers. The dinner is closed
to all except brothers, pledges
and Little Si.aten.
Last Monday, the Little

BAPTIST STUDENT
UNION
The Baptist Student Union
will be leading the worship service at the First Baptist Church
in Bardwell on Sunday night.
On Monday night Sing and
Tell, First Baptist's college
choir, will be in charge of the
Vesper service. The Bible study
on the book of Ephesians is
continuing on each Tburaday
night at 6:30. Everyone is encouraged to attend.

MU RRAY STATE
UNIV. JAYCEES
The Murray State University
Jaycees will eponsor a turkey
shoot
at
the
Murray
fairgrounds on Sunday, Nov.
25.
The Murray State University

THE PANHELLENIC COUNCIL will eponaor a
food drive d u r lnr the Thankeflvinr holid ay.
Memben of eacb of tbe six Greek sororities on
campus wUI contribute canned rood• and fresh
fruita witb local rrocery stores donatiar tbe
meat whJch wtll be assemb led In baskets. The
baskets will then be dbtrlbuted to needy .

Jaycees will hold their charter
night banquet at the Murray
Women's Club on Saturday,
Dec. 1. The banquet will begin
at 7 p.m. Call 767-4001 for
reserva tiona.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pikes will travel to Western
next Saturday to support the
Racers in their game with the
Hilltoppers. A chartered bus
will leave at 10 a.m. from the
house.
On Thuraday night the Little
Sisters will be installed.

KANS
Ellen
McCluggage,
Louisville, waa elected second
vice-president of the Kentucky
Auociation
of
Nursing
Studenta (KANS) at the annual
convention held in Louisville
last weekend. She was alao
named runner up in the student
nu rse contest. Twenty-five
representatives from Murray

Photo by Wilson
families In tbe Murray area, Shown left to r ip&
are: Lealie Arant, a-ton, Alpha Slpa Alpha;
Llua Rooke, Frallkfort, Al pha Delta PI; Emily
Watson, Padu cah, Kappa Delta; Dara Cope.
BentOD. Alpha Gamma Delta; and Lolita Stice,
Calvert City, Alpha Omicron Pl.

State University attended,
Additional competitors were:
Minnie Ratliff, Dayton, Ohio,
ca ndidate for recording
Recretary; Barry Whitlege,
Providence, talent show entry;
and Becky Fenton, arts and
crafts, second place winner.

Ordway Hall. Dress is "any
way you want."
Plans are underway for the
Carnation Ball. The Social
Committee, directed by Bryan .
Winslow, Stony Creek, N.Y., is
working on this project.

DELTA SIGMA PHI

Foreign students
to have conference
fro_,m N ov. 22-25

The Bike Rally committee is
now headed by Gary Russo,
Walden, N.Y. and is currently
involved with setting the formal date and arrangements for
the Spring '74 Bike Rally.
This Saturday will find the
Brothers of Zeta Beta traveling
to Western for the game. Upon
return, the Brothers will hold a
get together to welcome back
alumnus Steve Halpern ,
Caruthersville.
The SHIELD photo of the
Brothers and the Little Sisters
of the Nile will be taken at 2
p.m. the Saturday after
Thanksgiving break in front of

The International Student
Conference will be held Nov.
22-25 at Ken-Bar Inn. All
foreign students are invited to
attend. There will be no charge
for meals, room and transportation.
All interested students
shou ld
contact
Tom
Ehikhametalor, International
Student Aasociation preaident.
at 767-2736 for entry forma and
other arranpments.

Emerson, Lake and Palmer
•
to entertain Ill Louisville
The English rock stars,
Emerson, Lake and Palmer,
will appear in concert at the
Louisville Convention Center
at 8 p.m. Wednesday. Also
featured on the concert will be
,James Montgomery. The concert is presented by Bob
Bageris.
Emerson, Lake and Palmer
made their official debut at the
1970 Isle of Wight Festival,
and introduced Keith Emerson's specially adapted Moog
synthesizer, the only one of ita
type in Britain to be equipped
for stage use.
Their first LP was issued in
November 1970 and soon
reached the No. 1 slot in all the
United Kingdom charts .
" Emerson, Lake & Palmer' '
proved to be the fastest-selling
album that Island Records baa
ever handled. Their second LP,
"Tarkus," was issued in June
197 1 and immediately captured
the prime position in the

~*****\

* Jean-Nate *
)f. Holland Drugs )t-

*********

British album charta. "Tarkua"
was followed by "Pictures at an
Exhibition." Their current
album, "Trilogy," is on
Cotillion.
Tickets to the Emerson, Lake

and Palmer concert are priced
at $5.50 advance, $6.50 day of
show, festival seating, and are
on sale now at the Convention
Center, 525 W. Walnut; all
Vine Record Shops; and the
Subway Boutique in Louisville.

RESEARCH
thousands of topics
S2.75 per page

808 Chestnut Street

Phone (502) 753-0425

It's gift buying season!
Give In the spirit of Christ
this Christmas.
Bibles. books. records. tapes.
music. jewelry, posters, buttons,
and much more.

Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for reeearch assistance only not as a finished product for academic credit.

Christmas C•rds
With Names Imprinted
Gift Wrapping
Lay-a-way Plan
" A atore full of aplrltual bleualnga."
Hours
8-6 M-Thu, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Fri., 9-5 Sat.

Nov.

1973

Concert review

Cheech and Chong present
'phenomenal' performance
By SUSAN CLEM
Campua Life EdJtor

Photo by Ray Bowman
CREECH PICKS UP a hitchhiker (Chong, left) and triea to make
converaatlon with the new ridel'. Later they are followed by
police who notice aome atrante driving maneuver• exhibited by
Cheech u he amokea Hamburrer Helper.

" I just can't believe they said thatl "
was the reaction of many as they viewed
the performance Tuesday evening in the
Murray State University Fieldhouse.
Cheech and Chong appeared along with
Smith, James and Hodges before a
crowd of about 4,500.
One of the many "high" points for the
on-the-floor audience was a frisbee tournament that took place as the performers prepared to come on stage.
Twenty minutes later the frisbee (not
alone) was still "flying high" when the
back-up group came on stage with a
rousing performance that soon had
many of the crowd on their feet.
Following another 20 minute lag the
long awaited Cheech and Chong appeared on stage. Guests who had not
previously heard or heard of their
albums were probably shocked or at
least surprised at what they heard last
Tuesday night.
Most of the performance was devoted
to the topics of drugs and masturbation.
The performance consisted mainly of a
series of skits with special "guest" visits
from a narcotic agent, a one-armed war
veteran, a disk jockey, a truck driver
and an Alice Cooper-type character.
Also included was a visit with the
National Masturbation Champion and
of course "Basketball Jones."
Reactions
to
the
Student
Organization sponsored concert were
mixed. Some said it was hilarious and
that they enjoyed it. Others sajd they or
their dates were embarrassed or
angered at the show. There was a
noticeable difference in reaction bet-

THE AUDIENCE jolne In with Smith, Jamee
and Hodee• In a heavy rt'ndltlon or "Help Me
Make It Throueh the Nlsht."

ween those on the floor and those sitting
in the bleachers and reserved seats
areas. Applause was subdued in the
seating area as the show came to a close.
Many left before the encore performance
involving a confrontation between two
typical dogs in a back yard.
Much of the performance was very
cleverly and hilariously put together,
and there is little doubt that two talented minds were at work there. In
question, however, is the channeling of
that talent. The author feels that a good
deal of the concert was in extremely
poor taste.
·There were the usual digs at Western
Kentucky, and as usual the accoustics
destroyed the performance for a good
deal of the crowd. In the case of this
particular concert, it might. have been a
blessing in disguiae.
So, whether you considered it gross,
hilarious, crass or fantastic, would seem
to be a matter of individual taste.
However, the shock value alone should
tend to make Tuesday evening a night
MSU won't soon forget.

. . . . . . ,__.:._LESSJNGs
TO ALL!

from

The Palace
5 Points

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Special Reviewer
''If you get to feelint/ all

alone
'When your good time {rienda
~ all got up and gone
Don~ come luwdifl8 around
my door
BeCOU8e I've hean your lines
before...
And there ain't gonna be a
next time this time ...

•..Jim Croce, 1972
At perhaps the peak of a
long, hard climb to the top of a
self-made career, Jim Croce
was scheduled to bring his
number one summer hit, "Bad,
Bad Leroy Brown," to the
MSU Fieldhouse last Wed·
nesday evening.
Having just completed an
engagement on the night of
Sept. 20 at Northwestern State
Univereity in Natchitoches, La.,
the twin-engine chartered
plane, which he and five memhere of hie band were traveling
crashed into a tree some 200
yards after takeoff. ..killing all
those aboard.
Friends in the rock world expressed their sorrows at the
loss of "a man whose life was

music that was expressed from
the mind, the heart and the
gut."
Croce had firet taught himself to play the harmonica and
guitar
while
attending
Villanova Univereity. After a
tour of the coffeehouse rounds,
he had his first gold record in
"You Don't Mess Around With
Jim."
The success which followed,
reportedly never spoiled Croce
who responded to the clamor
with another hit, ''Operator," a
ballad-blues song, and later,
"Last Set of Footstepe."
He managed to release two
albums, the second of which hit
the racka only a few months
before his death.
"Jim Croce-Life and Timee"
puts the reviewer in an extremely awkward position of
evaluating a piece of work
poethu mouely, ae one feele
wary of ieeuing much criticiam.
But anyway.......
·
The opener of the cut, "One
Less Set of F ootetepa," takes
an old theme of a lover asking
his mate if there's a ha~~~~el between them ...."Well, thereU be
one lea set of {ootstefM on your
floor, one lea man to ~ in,

one lea pair of jeam on your
door•.. " Even though it's
become overworked, Croce
brings out the right sound of
the tune with his guitar
picking.
After a slow, foot-tapping
number,
"Roller
Derby
Queen," about what the title
says) he launchee into one of
the prettieet aounde on the
album, "Dreaming Again."
"Don't you know I had a
dream last niglat...and you were
by my side so soft and
warm ...and we tal/ted a while
and sluJred a smile.... but then I
wolte up ... " It's something
totally different from his usual
rough and tough cigar-smoking
tunee that seem to come from
deep in hie throat.
"Careful Man" is nndwiched between the previous
sound and "Alabama Rain,"
which runa a cloee second to
the best. "Now and then 1 find
myself tl&ii&IUnB of the days that
we were wallcins in the
Alabama roin......lozy days m
mid.July....dusty h.au on summer hi6}aways...sweet IJUJIIPlOlia
callint/....1 can still rem em·
ber.... "
There are five songs on the
flip side, four when you
eliminate the super hit, "Bad,
Bad Leroy Brown" that will
produce sales on its
own.
If you could figure his overall
mark on the remainder... .it
would he a nifty 50 per cent as
far as good sound goes.
"Next Time, This Time" tells
of a lover who gives a warning
that, "I'm gonna fortJet your
name and your pretty face,
!Prl...and write you off a8 a bad
mistake...but a woman like you
oughta be a8hamed...and there
ain't gonna be a next time this
time... "
The two so-so ones, "These
Dreams'' and "Speedball
Tucker" seem to lack the usual
Croce touch or message. The
former being about changed
lovers who fail to speak to each
other and the latter relating
the experiences of a semi-truck
driver (the song wouldn't be
bad if the background music
was different).

"It Doesn't Have to Be That
Way" is definatly the best nonhit of the side. Setting an early
Christmas mood, Croce reaches
out
and
com·
municates.... "Snowy nillhts and
icy window JXIIWI moAe me
wish we could be t(Jt/etMr
0/IGin...crowd«l stora, tM corner Scusta Clau., tinNled af·
temooM.... wlui.t we hiJd never
ehould ~ ad«~ and I'll be
droppif16 by today... o11 the
willdy wilaUr avenua there
wallts a lonely man. .. "
On the whole the album gets
a eeven on a scale from one to

10, since it has only a few
rough edgee. There are aome
very good moOd aonp with
&reat back-up sounds to
produce aome eurpri.eea for the
unsuspected buyer.
Wrapping up a life of aound
in one attempt is impoeeible,
but Croce' a impact on
America' • music scene was
definitely
enjoyed
by
many....and to use his own
words...."but after all it'I whDt
we've ®M that moM. ru whiU
we are..•"

Thanke, Jim....
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Rising prices lowered by talent
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Coed sewing combats rising prices
By NANCY KELLY

A..t. Feature Editor
Not everyone is able or
willingly to pay the high prices
charged for some styles of
clothing being worn today.
Some people think some outfits
are not worth the amount
asked or they're "not exactly
what they had in mind."
Even though clothing is considered one of the necessities of
life, it has not survived the ef.
feels of inflation. Clothing has
become .almost a luxury. In an·
swer to rising clothes costs,
some coeds are relying on their
own skill and ingenuity to sew,
both for themselves and for
others.
Eighteen-year-old fre.o;hman,
Dorothy Jones, of Paducah,
"really likes to sew.'' Dorothy
plans to sew several of her
Christmas gifts for her family.
She has been sewing about six
years, starting with home
economics course• in junior
high school.
Cro che ting pillows
She is presently crocheting
sets of pillows for her grand·
mothers' Christmas gifts. When
asked if she thought, sewing was
economica l, she replied,
"Sewing is not very expensive. I
try to catch material on sale
and I generally buy the 60 in.
wide and use the left over
scraps of material t-oo. But
really the costs of sewing
depends on the type of material
that you use. Some fabrics run
high."
Dorothy who has nine sisters
and six brothers has made good
use of her ta lent. She has made
pants for one of her brothers
and she and one of her s isters
make mu<·h of her mother's
clothing. Dorothy also makes

all of her own clothing. She
doesn't use patterns because
she "d oesn't like them."
It takes her about a day to
complete a dress and she
seldom finds herself pushed for
time to sew although keeping
up with her classea. Su r·
prisingly, Dorothy is a data
processing major . She is now
beginning to sew for others on
campus and doesn't think this
·will interfere with her studies
as long as requests are allowed
a reasonable amount of time.
Sewing is cheaper
Another freshman from
Paducah, Diane Richards, en·
joys sewing also. Diane has
been sewing about six years
beginning with her mother who
taught her how to use a sewing
machine and some of the basics
of sewing. After taking borne
economics courses in high
school, Diane taught her
mother some of the things she
had learned.
Diane is convinced that
sewing is much cheaper than
buying the finished product.
She elabor ated, "I made a pantsuit of doubleknit material for
$16 which would have cost me
about $40 if I had bOught it.
The price depends on the type
of material l now make most
of my things because sewing is
much less expensive."
Diane who has four brothers
and three sisters, made one of
her sisters a halter dress for
Homecoming. She is a home
economics major who also
works part-time for a department store in Paducah where
she get.'- a 15 per cent discount
on sewing material.
Although she has made
things for others and been paid

well for it, Diane doesn't feel
that she now has time to do it.
She said, " People pay nicely,
but right now I only have time
to sew for myself because I
don't like to rush." She has
done some knitting also, but
she likes crocheting better
because " it's easier and
faster.''
Sewing is one sure way of
getting exactly what you want
and this is one of the reasons
that marketing major, Mary
Winstead, sews many of her
own clothes. Mary has been
sewing since she was 12 years
old, Her mother taught her to
sew and by the time she
reached high school home
economics courses, she knew
most of what was being taught.
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something to have it meu up ia
expensive." Pure virgin wool is
Ma ry's favor ite mater ia l
because " it's easier to sew and
looks better than knits,
especially if it's expensive
wool." Mary completes an out·
fit in about a day's time and
sews to relax.
Custom-ma d e
She said, "I would rather buy
my clothes because it makes
you feel rich, but with sewing
you get exactly what you
want." Mary who has two
brothers and one sister, makes
many things for her mother.
Her sister also sews. Mary occassionally uses her talents for
gifts but hasn't had much time
to sew lately due to the
workload of her classes. She
says that after completing a
day of classes and work too,
she's "too tired to sew."
The last thing she made for
herself was a maroon colored
pantsuit during Homecoming
week. Mary does not sew for
others because she feels they
are too " picky.'"

needlework called a "God's
Eye'' which comes from the
Spanish "Ojo de Dios."
The God's Eye is a diamond
shaped plaque thought to
possess fetish charm. The Egyptians placed them in the
pyramids to assure the souls a
happy journey through the
great unknown. Mexican and
American Indiana used Ojos to
illustrate their prayers. The Indian was thus assured his
special God was watching over
him.
The "God's Eye"
Special colors are used to
make the spell of your choice.
The eye or pupil is the center.
The surrounding colors contain
the meaning of its magic. Green
is dominated by the god of love.
Blue is the god of beauty.
Yellow is chosen by the god of
wisdom and red belongs to the
god of courage.
T he God 's Eye that Darlene
has is strung on four wooden
sticks laid across each other to
form a d iamond. Hers was accidentally broken and she says
she hasn't fbund the time to

Some thing diffe r e nt

Mainly, she likes to sew
jackets, dresses and pantsuits.
She doesn't always use a pattern because she feels as her
mother does, "that patterns
don't know what they're
talking about." On the
question of saving money, Mary
said, "With prices rising as they
are today, sewing is relatively
inexpensive.
"Today's clothes tend to fall
apart. lf you make it yourself
and it fall s apart, maybe that's
understandable, but to pay for

U.S. Ma rine Corps. The afghan
is in the design of the U.S. Flag.
Darlene has a piece of

One
coed
who
does
something a little bit different
is Darlene Davis of Fulton.
Darlene does needlepoint when
she finds time. Darlene is a
vocational home economics
major who attended junior
college in Idaho. While in
Idaho she took a home furnishings course where she did
different types of needlework.
Presently, she is crocheting
more than doing needlepoint.
She is crocheting a red, white
and blue afghan (bed throw)
for her fiance who is in the

repair it. Darlene said that
although college doens't allow
much time for needlepoint she
" loves doing things of this
type."
Sewing has proven to be a
worthwhile talent for some
coeds on campus. And with
today' s economy as it it, "a
stitch in time could save quite a
bit."

Thanksgivings 'Chattanooga Gobble'

Bad

~uck

By N~Cl PETERSON
Special Writer

the tribe, bad been held captive
on an English vessel and had
even seen England. Little
known result number one:
Upon his return, after
mysterious escapes, he found
the village wiped out. A lonely
man, he found and adopted the
Pilgrims.
Squanto helped the Pilgrims
in many ways, teaching them
where and bow to hunt as well
as how io "feed the earth" with
herrings when they planted the
brightly colored Indian corn in
the ground exhausted from
previous Indian crops.
Massasoit, sachem, or chief,
of the nearby Wampanoags,
was a peaceful and honorable
man. Shortly after the Pilgrims
began their new lives, he and
their elected governor, John
Carver, ''tal ked" a peace treaty
on a green blanket amongst
brightly colored cusions. That
peace lasted more than 50
years, until the chiefs death.
ln the fall of 1621. when the
harvest was in, Massasoit a nd

As the sizzling fat oozes down
the turkey this year and you're
scraping the cranberry relish
off the ceiling because you
forgot to put the lid on the
blender, take time to think of
those men and women and that
time we call the First
Thanksgiving.
Fact probably didn' t closely
resemble that kindergarten
pageant in which the cardboard
Mayflower sailed backwards
across the stage and the
celebration turkey came wrapped in cellophane and a nylon
net.
The Pilgrims were luckier
than many colonists because
the Indians who had owned the
la nd t hey settled were
definitely unlucky. A disease,
quite probably carried to the
New World by an Englishman,
had wiped out, with only one
known
exception,
the
Pawtucket tribe, former owners
of "Plymouth Plantation."
Therefore t he land ~ w'$' 1
claimed by no tr~ ana tq!.)' :c
faced no immediate. fight for OC•
cupation. Little known fact
number one: an Indian,
Squan to (from the Indian
T~uantum), last member of

COUNT YOUR
BLESSINGS

brings Pilgrims good fortune

•;

L et
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90 of his braves, as well as
some other Indians, descended
upon the Pilgrims looking for a
handout. Living up to the expe<.1.ations of the Indians, the
Pilgrjms entertained and
feasted them for three days.
The Indians danced for the
Englishmen, and in exchange
the Pilgrims displayed their
skill at musketry and cannonry.
Little known fact number two:
according to Governor Bradford the Indians were so
frightened by all the noise that
they went out deer hunting to
escape the celebration. Little
known reault number two: five
deer were presented to the
Pilgrims following the hunt.
Little known fact number
three:
thanks to their
generosity at t he first
Thanksgiving the Plymouth
colony found it tough sledding
through the first winter. In
spite of this, they thanked God
before their meals, a custom
the Indians perfectly un·
derstood, thou~th they prayed to

BODY

US
your
(the body of your car, that is)

RUDY BAILEY
Body Shop
753-1277

301 Ash St.

. .
•
the Great Spmt. L~ttle k~own
r~sult number three. there IS no
little known result number

the fourth or last Thursday of
November, fel.l on the day n~ws
~as first receiVed of the Umon
thr~e.
VJ.ctory at Chattanooga, 1864.
Little know~ fact n~mber ·LJttle known result n~mber
four : ~h~ fn~t natiOnal fo~r: ther«:fore t~.e headmg of
;::a:rks~vmg £?1td~y, de~red ~~~:~~ 18 the Chattanooga
V.J
esJ ent mco n to
on
o e.

Misses and Jr. Winter
DRESSES

OFF
Jr. Sportswear

1/4 OFF
1 rack Pantsuits
1/3 OFF
Use our layaway or
your BankAmericard

Campus Casual
Across {rom Adm. Bldg.
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Nashville Symphony to play
3:30 Sunday in Auditorium

PRESIDENT CONSTANTINE CURRIS wa s
bein1 photopapbed from all antles Mond ay at
his inaupratlon. Here we aee a thot from ever

the left t h oulder. It It dou btful, th at Pretid en t
Currie is camera thy.

PBS will telecast 'War and Peace ;'
first episode starts 8 p.m. Tuesday
War and Peace, the novel
said to be the greatest in the
world, written by Leo Tolstoy,
the Russian author and
philosopher, will be telecast in
nine episodee beginning
Tuesday, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. on
the Public Broadcasting ~er·
vice.
The telecast is made
available by a combined grant
of $550,000 by the National Endowment for the HumanitieR,
and the Mobile Oil Corp.
Clarence Brown, profe:>Sor in
the department of comparative
literature at Princeton Univer·
sity has made several com .
ments on the novel.
Mr. Brown has stated some
of the reason11 for the book's
reputation. He feels the book is
great first of all " as a book of
characten." "For psychological
realism, Tolstoy ill unsurpaRsed
in literature," states Brown.
Tbe principal actors in
Tolstoy's stage are, Natasha,
Prince
Andrew,
Pierre,
Nicholas, Boris, Anatole and
Princess Mary.
Chara cters seem real

way that makes one think
they've met them somewhere
before. "Tolstoy omits no
meaningful guesture and every
gesture tells," says Brown.
"A knowled~e of Tol!ltoy
himself," relates Brown,
"reveals that he distributed
parts of his. own psyche
amongst several of the personages in War a n d Peace."

"The single great thesis of
the novel: that the great men,
the Napolean11 and Alexanders,
ordinarily deemed to be the
masters and movers of history,
are in fact its slaves." He feels
that what is commonly thought
to be history--the battles,
migrations, court intrigues,
dynastic marriages, etc., are actually lies dreamt up by the
most deceived and deceptive
historians.
"True history springs from
the ordinary lives of mt"n and
women: getting married,
having tea, fearing death,
looking out the window, bunting a wolf, humor ing aged
parents, musing the existence of
God."
This is the thesis that is
argued throughou t the novel,

Says Brown, "They do not
seem to be characters in a book
at all and are as free from the
confmes of print as per!lons
whom we have known in real
life. To be sure, we may feel
like wringing our hands or
throttling Natasha when she
commits the blunder of her life,
leaving Prince Andrew for the
scoundrel Anatole Kuragin, but
we are not in the slightest
doubt why she does it"
Since the attentive reader
understands and is not baffled
by any characters it is easy to
account for the a lmost personal
lienee of' betrayal ~at reai:let;t_ .t: •
(eel, according to Brown.
j Brown likes to call the
characters, "actors on Tolstoy's
stage," because he feels the
novels of Tolstoy are emphatically told, and because his
characters are portrayed in a

between the events of war and
the scenes of peace. Brown
relates what one man said of
Tolstoy's essay on .a rt, "One
may disagree with his idea!l,
but having read the book, one
can never again ignore the
queRtions he raises.''
Epilogue is deleted
This is one part of the book
that will be left out in the
dramati1.ation,. simply because
it is a sort of epiJogUt" by
Tolstoy and has no character
participation.
Brown feels Tolstoy himself
will be the "great absentee"
from the dramatization of his
book, but he adds, "lt is a
measure of the magnitude of
War a nd Pea ce that it survives the ampu tation of its
author practically unscathed."

The 11econd attraction in the
1973-74 Murrav Civic Music
Association Series will be the
Nashville Symphony under the
direction of Dr. Thor Johnson,
music director and conductor.
The Nashville Symphony will
appear in Murray at Lovett
Auditor ium on Sunday at 3:30
p.m. with all MSU studenta admitted free by presentation of
their ID cards.
Dr. Johnson was formerly
director of the music school at
I nterlochen Arts Academy,
Mich. In 1967 he left to become
the fou rth conductor of the 27year-old Nashville Symphony
Orchestra.
As Warrant Officer Bandleader during World War II,
he founded the first soldier
symphony orchestra in arms.
He served as orchestral con·
ductor at Juliard School of
Music in 1946-47, a nd with hie
appointment as conductor of
the Cincinnati Symphony in
194 7, he became the first
American bor n, American
trained conductor chosen to
direct a major orchestra in this
·
cou ntry.
While director of orchestral
activities at Northwestern
University at Evan!!ton, Ill., he
organized the Chicago Little
Symphony and later became
choral director of the Univer·
sity of Michigan's Ann Arbor
May festival and organized the
Peninsula Music festival at
Fish Bay, Wis., now in ita 21st
year.

The Nashville conductor served as a member of the
Presid en t's Advisory Com·
mittee on the Fine Arts during
the Eisenhower administration
and received the coveted
"Awards in the Art" for 1967
from Wisconsin governor,
Warr en P. Knowles. H is
professional honors include the
Laurel Leaf Award from the
American Composer's Alliance,
the Alice B. Dit.son prize, the
Sachs Awar d and the National
Man of Music Award of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
Dr. Johnson is involved in all
areas of the music recording
fields he holds membership in
the National Association of
American Composers and Conductors,
the
American
Federation of Musicians, Phi
Kappa Alpha, the Order of the
Golden Fleece and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia. He has recorded for Columbia Masterworks,
Decca and CRI labels.

A young man rode with his Texas sun
head held hft!h
in the summer of his years.
under the Texas sun
This is a verse from a song
And no one gue88ed that a man
that was broadcast two days af.
so blessed
tcr John F . Ke n nedy's
would perish by the gun.
A shot rang out like a sudden assassination on the British
shout
Broadcast Corp., "That Was
and heaven held its breath. The Week That Was." It was
And the dretlm8 of a multitude combined by the Chad Mitchell
of men
Ttio
with
a. . ~ong
went with him to his death. sung after the assassmatton of
The heart of the world weighs Abraham Lincoln, "Rally
heavy
"Round the Flag.'' The song is
with the helplessness of recorded on the Mitchell Trio's
tearB.
album, " Reflections," on Mer·
For a man shot down in a cury Records.

"Gazelle Blue"

The 'Doctor'
our only
patients are
Volkswagens

We also stock:
Olyr:npla
Rom
Hail let
Monte Carlo
Superstar

White
Shoulders

lii1 HUNT'S
-

Holland Drugs

Dr. Johnson has appeared as
guest conductor with many_of
the
country's
maJor
metropolitan orchestra in·
eluding the New York Philhar·
monic, C.B .S., t he Boston,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and
New Orleans aymphonies, and
at the Anchorage Alaska Musi<:
Festival. His international
engagement include guest con·
ductorships with the Japan
Philharmonic of Tokyo,
Taiwan Provincial Symphony
of Milan, Italy.

The 'Doct or'

\ or th ·l th

& Pine S1.

A top quality model made of
• comfortable re~ smooth velour~
uppers. new 1'SOFTPROTECJ
1
"shoe· Horn'' design makes it
easier to pull on shoes without
unlacing. Well padded around
ankles, heel and achilles tendon. Features soft adidas
microcell sole with full rubber
foxing for comfort and stability.

ATHLETIC GOOOS

523 SOUTH ttl! STREET
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42011
PHONE &02-247·1841
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Jay Landers new station manager

WKMS offers a little of everything
By ANNE'ITE BORDERS
Special Writer

"WKMS?" you ask. Well if
you faithfully pore over your
copy of the NEWS, you ' II notice
a section in the back pages
listing upcoming programs for
something called WKMS. What
it actually is, however, remains
one of the elusive Seven Wonders of the World to many
readers; too many, in fact.
Hopefully, this article wiJI
dispel any vague notions you
might have harbored about the
WKMS radio station. First, a
few milestones in its history.
Jay Landers, an MSU alumnus
now working on an MS in mass
communications,
officially
replaces Steve Ziegler today as
WKMS station manager.
Actively involved with the
station since his undergraduate
days in 1969, Jay has witnessed
its evolution from a cubbyhole
(now the junk room next to Dr.
James Biggs' office) in Wilson
Hall to l7 ,500 square feet of
space with equipment worth RAY BENTON, a senior mueic major and radio$75 0,000.
TV minor from Featua. Mo. rune the WKMS

like computers." He is junior
editor and author of two
columna for the weekly Murray
Democrat
and
campus
president of Chi Kappa Iota
(formerly Circle K International).
George
Hopkins ,
who
graduated last May, is beard
from 2-6 p.m. The West Frankfort, Ill., native enjoys radio
"because it's more individual.
With TV you have floor
managers, directors, switchers
and camera and audio-men."
George participated in Alpha
Epsilon Rho and baseball
during his undergraduate
years.
A senior radio-TV major,
Dave Colvett, takes over from
6 p.m. to midnight. At his
hometown of Alamo, Tenn., he
has dispatched for the sheriffs
office for three years. His
previous experience also includes work at one TV station
11no four radio stations.
Photo by Keary Calman
Sidea," Dick Relaman, an a..latant prote..or In
art. aelecta an album cut. Jay Lander•, take•

ftall~pnW~arsa~with -~~a_r_d_w~h_u_e_h_I_•~P~•-r_~_e_r~ln~·-J_u_z~F-~-m~B~oth~~-o-v_u~u~n-•-•~~~~-o_n_m~a-~_,_e_r_o_r_w~K_M_s~t-~-~~·

downtown WNBS donating
prime evening time to students
for something which eventually
came to be called the
"Thoroughbred Hour." On
d' Ce
May 11, 1970, the Ra 10 nter
went on the air as a licensed,
monaural FM radio station.
Hletory of WKMS
During December '70,
WKMS carried its first
Metropolitan Opera, as well as
home sports events. WKMS
became Western Kentucky's
sole National Public Radio
(NPR) affiliate on August 1,
1972. Last spring the station
expanded to a seven-day broadcast week...The Ides (15th) of
March saw a special contest's
winner push the mode button
which converted WKMS into a
stereo educational station.
Which brings the story up-todate. WKMS, 91.3 on the FM
dial. broadcasts within a 75mile radius to a projected
audience of 200,000 persons. To
retain npr membership, WKMS
must fulfill hour and employee
requirements of the Cor·
poration for Public Broadcasting (CPBI which finances
NPR. Incidentally, MSU must
catch CPB funds and pay fulltime employees" salaries.
Next semester, the current
14-hour broadcast day will increase to 16 hours and J. D.
Williams, a graduate assistant
in speech, will assume Jay's
former position as program
director. The station will have
five full-time employees and
broadcast 18 hours daily by
1975.
As new station manager, Jay
is in Charge of staff announcer,
daily program and transmitter
logs, program sponsors and
station policy. All of which he
admits is, "quite a hunk" But
he ahys away from the role of
aloof administrator.
•
He
aims
for
better
or1anization adding, "It' a
never a amooth operation,
although we try to give it that
aura. We must rely on students
with full clau loads to carry
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out the majority of the work.
Inexperience is a drawback.
Nevertheless, the end product
is very good, considering."
" The
programming is
nebulous," he remarlr.a. "We're
always switching to the network for special programs--not
that we have to air them, but
we're obligated to the public.
You can't really call us a
college radio station. Granted,
we're owned and licensed by
MSU'a Board of Regents, but
we're much more."
Jay continues, "WKMS offers
a little of everything, which is
the premise for a public radio
station. We provide six nights
of rock, one night of jazz, at
least six hours of claaaical,
some country, and the rest is
easy-listening."
Reg4rding a question raised
during the student convocation
earlier this semester, Jay answers, "There's no chance that
we'll go semi-commercial.
Education and commercial
stations are two distinct
categories. You just can't be
half and half!"
Who's who

So much for the preamble.
Now meet who' s who of
WKMS. Jerry Fergason, senior
radio-TV major from Murray,
runs the board (which is jargon
for operating the console in the
control room) Mondays from 2·
6 p.m. Jerry also work& part·
time at a country music station
in Paris, Tenn. Although he
still classifies himself as a rock
fan, he comments, "The more I
bear country music, the more I
like it."
.
From 6- 12 p.m., M1ke
Edgerly is your host . A
sophomore radio· TV major
from Owensboro, Mike likes
radio, "because you can set
more personal." He dislikes
moet having people call up to
requeat aonp that he can't
deliver.
Tommy
Coil
eirns-on
Tuesdays at 10 a.m. A junior
radio-TV major from Bardwell,
Ky. who wu originally in·
terested in pharmacy, Tommy

states, "It takes more experience than book-reading to
learn the basics of radio." He is
also a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha. Alpha fraternity and
Alpha
Epislon
Rho,
professional radio-TV frater·
nity.
Taking over at 12:30 is Annette Borden. That's me, a
junior journalism Spanishradio-TV
major
from
Louisville.
The DJ from 2-6 p.m. is
Dianne Kepley, a senior
English-radio-TV major and
journalism minor. Dianne's
father is in the service and, as a
result, she's lived everywhere
since her birth in Germany. Her
current home is Newport News,
Va. She prefers radio to TV
because, "TV requires team effort and you have to depend on
others. I'd rather make or
break it on my own." Dianne
wishes people would listen to
her show "to gain more insight
into supposedly dull, blah easy.
listening music."

Dick feels art and jau mesh,
"They're both full of emotion,
expression and fraud. Art is
something within me. Records
are nice and round; you put a
needle on them and out pours
beautiful
music.
They
aesthetically appeal to me."
Wednesday from 11 :30 to 2
p.m. a senior radio-TV major,
G i1 Gil~rt. is on the air.
The Jasper, Tenn., native
prefers tht TV part of hia
major, "Maybe it's an ego
thing, but I like being in front
of the camera." Glenn relates
his memorable moments, "This
summer I selected an album
randomly. The farst song was
"White Christmas"! Another
time I was in the bathroom and
the record became stuck for
several
minutes."
He
philosophically notes, "It's better to make all my mistakes in
college."
Doug Thomas, sophomore
radio-TV major, is from Carmi,
Ill. His embarrassing incident
occurred when he potted down
a fresh record and turned up
Share the spotlight
the old one. Doug intends to get
into record production or sportRay Benton and Dick
scasting. Listen to him from 2Reisman share the spotlight
from 6 to midnight.
6 p.m.
John Baker, a "Lost and
Listen to ''Jazz From Both
Sides" to fully appreciate the Spaced" radio-TV major from
Valley Station, is on Wedmadcap duo. Ray, a senior
nesdays from 6 p.m. to midmusic major and radio-TV
night. The lead vocal in
minor from Festus, Mo., sings
"Jaraboga," John also plays
in the A capella choir. An exbass, drums, guitar, organ,
perienced saxophone and bass
saxophone, flute, clarinet and
player, Ray bas performed in
hopes to buy a harp aynrock bands but conU!nds rock
thesizer.
"WKMS
has
bas fallen into a rut.
something to offer," the
"Rock lyrica always deal with sophomore states. "Even ~e
sex or drugs," he continues,
easy-listening is okay for eating
"whereas jazz is the ultimate
or studying...."
creative art. Kids realize this
The Thursday 10 a.m. to 2
now and are going wild over p.m. shift is emceed by Blake
jazz."
Hauge, a junior radio-TV
Dick Reisman is an assistant
major. Blake comments, "You
professor specia lizinB i~
can do your own thing at
srapbic design in the art depar- WKMS. The DJ's don't sound
tment.
While
teachins
hi1h school in ~inter Haven,
Fla. the Chicagoan boated a
CATv talk show. An exhibition
openinr tomorrow at the
cultural center there f~a~ree
36 of his avant rarde paantmp.

DATE TYPE A RESBARCH SERVICES
2 Sylvan St.
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) • 933-6117
Complete Educational Reeearch Servic.
Nation's Larpet Cataloc liatinp of Educational Reference
Materiala (Mon. • Fri. 10:30 • 6 Sat. 11-4)
Campus Jobe alao available.

Gaining inaight
Wake up on Fridays with
Mike Edgerly. Bobby Bohn
foJlows Mike from 2-6 p.m. His
dentist had just pulled a
wisdom tooth and sewn six stitches, but Bobby managed to
talk through a swollen mouth.
The thing Erick Foreman
likes most about his Friday 6
p.m. to midnight shift is the
people. The sophomore radioTV major from Paducah
prefers radio 100 per cent to
TV "because it's unlimited."
"To really get i;to WKMS,"
she concludes, "you have to
practically eat and breathe it."
Glenn Gilbert observes the
Sabbath by DJing from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The junior radio-TV
major and manaiement minor
is also traffic director for
WKMS and Channel 11. ·
From 2-6 p.m., John Tipton
is on the air. The radio-TV and
political science senior is from
Russellville. Ask John what the
worst part of DJing is and he'll
answer, "the carpeted control
room. Everytime you move, you
get shocked.''
The broadcast week concludes from 6 p.m. to midnight
with yours truly, me again. Tim
Buckley and Cathy Hovekamp
complete the picture. Tim, a
senior radio-TV major from
Trenton, N.J ., is news director
for WKMS and Channel11.
Tim is also road manager for a
local band and a member of
Alpha Epsilon Rho.
Production director is Cathy,
a senior radio-TV major from
Louisville. This past week has
been particularly trying for
Cathy, who's responsible for
recording all items on carts and
overseeing remotes. Monday
morning she was preparing and
broadcasting the luncheon, the
previous nidlt she' d covered
the inaugural concert and the
equipment had to be torn down
~nd set up again for the
mauguration.
So there yo.u. have the
WKM~ peraonaht1es.

Stop by and see our
complete line of Wedding
Invitations

Dor-Mae Fashions
Dixieland Center

Chestnut Street

Noor. 11. 1171
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Presi<

Constantine W. Cu
lnaurural Reepona
November 12, lt73

DR. CURRIS ENJOYS a mome11t'a break from the hectic
achedule of the p&8t weeka u he prepare~~ to eater Lovett
Auditorium where he wu lnauprated u the .txth
prealdent of Murray State. With Curria are, lett to ript,

PROF. PAUL SHAHAN conduct. the
Unlvenlty Wind Sinfonetta In the ftrat
public performance of hia compoeltlon

Goveraor Wendell Ford, Dr. Elvi8 Stahr, Inaugural apeaker,
ADd Gordon Hood. chairman of the atate Couacil on Hiper
Education.

written for inaupratlon, "In All There le
Majeety",

Photography by WU..On Woolley
MISS
RUBIE
SIIITB,
1171
Dl•tlacal•hed Faculty Member,
carried tile mace aad Jed tile
di•tlapi•hed pe•u aad racalty
preeeat for the ceremoal...

Pqe 17

Nov. 11, lt71

lent Curris
Sixth president begins term
amid memories of past
and hopes for future

e

This is a very proud and humbling moment
for me. The grandeur of this occasion, the honor
you have bestowed upon me by your presence
today will long be remembered.
A humbling experience because here in
perhaps the grandest and one of the oldest
buildings on this campus, are 50 years of
tradition---traditions which n_ot only serve as
constraints upon us, but also as guideposts.
I hope that in the years ahead, I will merit
the public's support and trust placed in me not
only by this Board of Regents, but by the
citizens of the Commonwealth.
I can only end by repeating what Mr. Doran
whispered in my ear a moment (180. May the
good Lord be with you, bless your work and our
University.

AS THE RANKS of repreaentativee from eolle~U, univel'aitiee and learned eocietiea join the MSU facalty Ia
proceeaion into Lovett Auditorium, Coutantine Curria,
dreaaed in the academic Jarb deeiped for the occaalon,

PRES. CONSTANTINE W. CURRJS acknowledge• the
ovation from the gathered aeaembly momenta after the
preeedential medallion was placed around hi1 neck by H.
Glenn Doran. chairman of the MSU Board of Regents.

watchea. Curria, who took the oath of omce Sept. 11, waa
ildtalled during a 90 minute ceremony Nov. 16, which
di1played pomp and tradition linked with plana,
challengea and upirationa for the future.

.... 1.

University Press of Kentucky
to discuss f acuity JDanuscripts
Faculty members will have
the opportunity to diacuu
manuacripta or prospective
manuacripta with the director
of the Uaiveraity P,.. of
tuc:ky oa Tu.daJ, No..
Dr. Bruce DiDbo wtl1 be oa
the Murray State Uniftni&J
campua that day and appointmenta may be arnnpd
with Mra. Alma Yopp,
eecretuy to the vice-prelident
of academic .&ira, at 7673744.
In
makin1
the
announcement, Dr. Kenneth
Harrell, prote.or iD the history
department and chairman ol
both the M8U Pre. Committee
and Committee on lnatitutional
Studies and Research (CISR),
atreuecl that Denbo will not be
acceptin1 manuacripta per ae.
Nor will the diacusaion of a tentative research or writin1
project commit- a proepective
author to that project or to the
Preaa itaelf.
The UDiveraity Pr.- of Kentucky was formed in the mid
'60' 1 to provide re1ional

univenitile witb a Pl'ia&lal
outlet. Tbe IOlutiaD wu to convert the UK an- iMo a anfor
}ltitl

QOI.._. .......

Rick Willett, student director
of a one-act play, "The White
Lian,'' baa cboeen the cut and
crew for his production. Marey
Maddox, Stur1i1;
Brad
Holbrook, Lellin1ton; and
Ro1er Humphrey, Rumaey,
have been choeen for the cut.
Mike Stallinp, Owensboro, il
stap manapr for the production.
Willet, a senior apeechtbeatre artl major from Eddyville, ia direc:tina the play in
conjunction with bia advanced
directin1 cour11 under a
PI'Oif&m which wu added to
the theatre art1 curriculum two
)'lan qo.
.
Tbe play will be ......ted
Dec:. 6 at 8 p.m. in the Univeraity Theatre. General admillion il ISO centa and MUOD
ticketa are valid for the performance.

edit.- ol. tbe Pnill to l8lect a
_,,,,., Ollkf«ate 1c1ao1ar
tiD -... 1*. At 110 t:1a. .. t:bl

TODAY
1 p.m. Radio Pbaland Serial
1:80 p.m. Apiculture USA
7:30 p.m. Clrleland Or-

............ ilfr ..... te 1M a.wa Pclpl and PlldYal Coa•IHili
- ' Slriea: Cballdlr........
r~•lleltlt.w ....w ••• ••- Rh.,....ty; T~, Suite
,.,_are._.._ Colhp, c.atre ~ tt ....._, wQI be tr.a tbe bUilt Ina Lake;
Collece, a~ttooix
If~ Nuo. Putaq and lJP.,·
Uniftraft¥,
~
reatoQaW·: aw· · ~
. prcwiptiolW . lor piano, ,lMI
Society, Kentla y State Piully, the IU
u bus and drums and or..._
Collece, Morehead Stat. rec-•"•tdecl to
SATURDAY, NOV. 17
University, Murray State Board, compoaecl- pt olle
.
"'-"-~!!i.. r
University, Nort:hehlltell~ repraaeatathoe from Nib Prell
11:30 a.m. Opera
niPWIJilta:

x.a- ...,........_
n.
......, lnifilutn

Play c011 nonaed
by Riclc Willet~
for 'While Lion~

I WKMS 91.3 FM I

State Collep, UK. Unlveraity
of Louiaville aud W...._.. K•tuc:ky Univenity.
If a faculty......._ ....._to
submit a manaiOI'i'* for
publication. he • .... llloald
contact Hanel1. He will, in
tum, see that hia collequea on
MSU'a rr.. Committee (Dra.
Charlea Dauahaday, Clell
Peterson, Charlet MOGle and
Lynn Bridwell) review the
manuscript. Their decision
usually ~ within lour or
five weeks.
If the Ccamittee feela the
manuacript bu poteatial, it
aec:urea a "finlt .....,.. ftom
the faculty of another 1'.- inltitution. Nut, the JDaDUICiipt
ilaubmitted to tbe appraprlate

...

TUB8DAY, NOV. 10
9 a.m. Wateriate Hearinp:
Morninl .-ion
12 p.m. NatiOnal Pt.- Club
Luocheon: '"Tenth ADnivenary
Cot.nJIMIDOI'atiOil of Jabn KeD...,.. Death"
1 p.m. Wat.erpte Bearinp:

~--8 p.m. PiriD1 Line: William
P. BMckley with William
Ruckellhaua, fepmer deputy
Atty. .General, "Can We Have
an Independent Proeecutor?..
Ceaunittee and three ad- "Andrea Chenier•• by Umberto
9 p.m. Jaa From Both
diticJDal ..........,. 11om UK.
Sidea
Giordauo
The entire~ 111&1 con1 p.m. Racer football with
WBDNB8DAY, NOV. 11
Clliftltly tUe foar ell' ftw ,..,.. W..tern Kentucky State
9 Lm. Water~ate Hearinp:
I!U& as a.n.ll _..., ~~~ aot UDivenity
Morninc -ion
..,.. aueh you do. bat how ..u
11 p.m. Woltaun Jack
12:30 p.m. Powerline
you do what )'OU do."
1 p.m. Waterpte Hearinp:
SUNDAY,
NOV.
18
Aa with any pr••· the
Afternoon ...ion
2:30 p.m. Giuleppe V•di:
UDivenity Pre. of Kentucky
9 p.m. Waahiqton Debatea
ptbliahea priDcipally in certain Requiem
for the Seventiea
7 p.m. Ford Hall Forum:
fields. Speeialitiea include
THURSDAY, NOV. JJ
political history, literary · "Much Ado About Por9
a.m. Waterpte Hearinp:
JlOII'apby,"
Judith
Criat,
film
criticism, bio1raphiea and
Morninc -ion
·
c:ritie
nature aeriea.
1 p.m. Waterpte Hearinp:
The O¥Vheed ~ die Pt.- is
IIONDAY, NOV. 19
Afternoon .-ion
paid by tbe Commonweeltb of
6:80 p.m . International
Kentucky throu1h fund•
1 p.m. Navy Hoedown
Literary Report
allocated to the . . - by UK••
5:80p.m. Tbia Week in Latin
7 p.m. Live broadcut of
adminiatTatioD. MSU il .....,onMurray City Council meetiDI
UW. far the ..,..... of ita America
8:46 p.m. Sipna Alpha Iota ftom City Hall '
1'.- CcnmfH.ee.

lladle lllaek
SAVE OVER •50 ON THIS
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PACKAGE •••
A COMPLETE

REAUSTICe STEREO
MUSIC SYSTEM •••
Regular Separate
Items Price

349:90

• .. c;fRtered around our STA-46
AM/FM stereQ receiver . . with
tape outputs and inputs. tape
monitor switch. dual tuning
meters, separate volume,

. •• and you can

IT
Deli&ht your love with the
sparklina splendor of a K~
sake diamond rina. Choose
from our aoldt!fl array of
styles. All auou.enteed by

balance,.tone controls.
Two MC.1 000 acousticsuspension speakers. our
most popular bookshelf speakers,
feature 8" woofer and 3" wide-dispersion
tweeter. Lab-128 automatic changer features
counterweighted arm for precise tracking, includes
s12.i5 value stereo cartridge.

Keepuke and our s!ore·

FURCHES
JEWELRY
But Side of the Square

K.J.

lltii'I'Q,
"• .....

...

". ,.

Ramo Shack

North 12th Extension
753-7100
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Sheeks scheduled to speak
•
at state meetlng
tomorrow

Debbie Cathey chosen
as lnt'l Crescent Girl
by La~bda Chi Alpha
Debbie Cathey of Murray, a Chi Alpha at Ball State
junior at Murray State Univer- University, Munice, Ind.
sity, has been selected as the
Miss Cathey, a radio1973 International Crescent television major, will travel
Girl of Lambda Chi Alpha upon request as her schedule
social fraternity.
allows to chapters of Lambda
Nominated by the Murray Chi Alpha throughout the U.S.
State chapter of Lambda Chi and Canada·
Alpha, she was chosen by the
She is the daughter of Leon
executive committee of the in- Cathey and Mrs. Mary B.
ternational fraternity on the Cathey, both of Murray.
basis of a resume and two
pbotosraphs. Miss Cathey, one
of 197 girls in the competition,
became sweetheart of one of the
largest frate r nities in the
United States and Canada.
Reigning also as the Crescent
Girl of the chapter at Murray
Kent State University is ofState, she was presented to fering a semester in Geneva,
more than 2,000 alumni and Switzerland, focusing on the
undergraduate delegates at the United Nations system, beginGeneral Aasembly of Lambda ning in January, 1974.
Designed to provide students
the opportunity to study the
making of the international
system, the semester begins
with a one week introductory
session divided between BratThe Cooperative English tleboro, Vt. and New York City.
·
M
The semester then continues
T eat Wl'11 be given
at
urray
·
't
S
t
d
from
Jan. 30 to May 10, ending
St8 t e U naver sa Y a ur ay,
N
17
in Geneva. The course offerings
CJV,
·
bv
a 15The free
test, a requirement 1·n Geneva are '~ollowed
'
J
for admission to the teacher day travel phase froin May 10
·
·
to 24. This travel phase will
e d ucahon traaning program,
will be administered in the
Ballroom of the Student Union
Bldg. at 8, 9 :30 and 11 a.m.
A student may take the test
at any one of the three times
without prior registration. Application for admiRsion to
teacher education training may
be made at the time of the test.
Kentucky Sen. Tom Easterly,
The following students must Frankfort, was the guest
t a k e th e t es t t. o mee t speaker at a management
requirements:
seminar in personal and in--All sophomores who plan to du!ltrial relations which was
follow the teacher preparation held Nov. 6.
program.
Sen. Easterly is a member of
--All juniors, seniors and the Legal Department of the
graduate students who plan to AFL-CIO and the Kentucky
get teacher certificates and who Labor Council. His topic for the
seminar was "The Case for
have not yet taken the test.
--All persons admitted con· Strong Unions." Speaking to
ditionally into the teacher approximately 65 interested
preparation program pending students and businessmen, he
completion of the test.
• described the role organized
Notice of a speech and labor has played in developing
hearing proficiency test, also our present standard of living.
required for admission into the
In add ition to speaking at
teacher preparation program, the seminar, Easterly also adwill be aiven at the time of the dressed three management
Cooperative English Test.
classes durinll thllt A&me dav.

Dr. Wayne Sheeks, chairman
of
the
department
of
philosophy at Murray State
University, will be one of three
speakers at the fall meeting of
the Kentucky Philosophical
Association at the University of
LOu isvi lie, Nov. 17 .

Debbie Cathey

Sheeks wilJ present a paper
on "Hume's Doctrine of Belief:
Truth Based on Feeling." The
paper originally was given in
October at a philosophy
colloqium on the MSU campus.

Gene1Xl semester includes trave~
focuses on United Natio~ study

Co-op English tesi
offered 3 times
tomorrow in SUB

Senator Easterly
talks on uniOnS
MSU
•
at
Seminar,
dd
I
a resses c asses

take the student to such
European cities as Vienna,
Paris and Brussels.
Courses will be taught in
English by Kent State faculty
a nd professors from Swiss
universities, Classroom offerings will be supplemented by
visits to various United Nations
agencies and other international organizations based
in Geneva.
In adda't1'on to the r....,ul·red
~'t
French language coura...., otLer
"""" n
courses offered will be: United
Nations in a Changing World,
Social Development and the
UN System, The Third World
and the UN, Introduction to
Switzerland and Independent
Study.
'
The Geneva Semester is open
to sophomore, junior and
senior students enrolled in
good academic standing at any
college or university in the
United States. There are no
requirements or limitations as
to
academic major or
specialization. Personal interviews and letters of recommendation are required as part
of the admission proceSI!.
A total of 32 quarter credits
may be earned in this program.
The credits are given by Kent
State and are transferable to
other institutions in the nation.
The cost of the program is
$2,300. This includes tuition
and fees, round-trip air transportation from New York to
Geneva, organized field tripe in
Europe and room and board
for the duration of the
prolt'am.

--------------------~--~~--------------~~-

An

cArt Carved
Christmas
Carol

Financial aid awards such as
the National Direct Student
Loan, Education Opportunity
Grant and University Scholarships may be applied toward
the cost of the program.
For more information and
applications write: Dr. Raga S.
Elim, director, Center for International and Comparative
Programs, Kent State Univer·
sity, Kent, Ohio, 44242. ·
The deadline for submission
of applications is Dec. 3, 1973.

Holiday housing
located in Hart,
White and Clark
Three dorms will remain
open for the Thank~giving
holiday according to Robert G.
Mobley, director of housing.
Clark Hall will remain open for
the women and Hart and White
Halls will house the men.
Those students who will
require housing over the
holiday are to check in before
noon on Wedne11day, Nov. 21.
All other dorms will close for
the Thanksgiving holidays at
noon Wednesday and will
reopen on Sunday, ' Nov. 25 at
10 a.m.

Sun.-Thur. 4 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Fri. -Sat. 4 p.m. - 2 a.m.

& at,..,
SltoPfll. . &atf'r

Also speaking at the KPA
meeting will be Ms. Kristin
Shrader of t he University of
Louisville. Ms. Shrader will
present a paper: "Cybernetics
and the problem of Criterion
Method."

Benton· firm's bid
wins destruction
of old lab school
A low bid of $98,000 was accepted from the Quality Construction Company of Benton
last. week for the tearing down
of the old lab school
located on 16th street. The
project, demolition of old lab
school and modification to
University school, should be
completed 180 days after the
date of the bid award.
"The Lab School is attached
to the University School on ik;
north side," explained Thomas
Hogancamp, vice president of
administrative
affairs,
"therefore some modifications
will have to be made to the
University School. The present
courtyard between ' 1' : two
schools will be approximately
doubled in size by the completion of the project. There are.
no plans as of now for an addition to the University
School," said Hogancamp.

thru Tues.
Hunted
hy Interpol
--Betrayed
by the
woman he loves

lliil~

From W.mer Brot A

A Warner CQmiiiUIIIeltlona Comp•ny W

Cooks Jewelry

Joining Sheeks as speakers
on the KPA program will be
Pr. ,James H. Eber enz of
Cather ine Spalding College in
Louisville, 1973 president of
the Kentucky Philosophical
Association. Eberenz will
present a Presidential Address:
"Agape or Justice."

*Robert
Blake
.1n

We Now Have

New Hours

Christmas is a perfect
time to become e ngaged.
And a n ArtCarved
diamond is the perfect
way to Jet your Jove
sing out.

Sheeks, who joined the
University faculty in 1965, is
also editor of the "Midwestern
.Journal of Philosophy," a
publication sponsored by the
department of philosophy at
MSU.

'W.e Will Be Closed Over

the Thanksgiving Holidays,
Wed.- Sat.
We Will Be Open Sun.
Night. When you return.

mca-

Uneted Al'testa

"Electra Glide"
Late Show t onight & at 3:15 Sat aft. due
Sat. 11:40 p.m. (X)
kiddie's Show 1 to 3
"THE LAST SHOT'' p.m.
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Shield searches for 'sex symbol';
registration deadline is Nov. 27 ·
The SHIBLD is

lookiac

for

doo' t forpt to

the ideal "tu .,aabol"
ID latent reepao18 to eome of
the women on campue, the staff

of the 197 4 SHIELD baa
decided to provide equal apace.
To appear iD the Royalty Sec:tion, formuly known as
Features, one es.tremely 1ood·
lookin1, ruged, intelli1ent,
MAN!
IDtereMed orpnizationa or
individuala may nominate any
male meet in1 t he 1aid
specifications. Self-nomination
fol'lDI are also available. Applications may be picked up
outlide the SHIELD Offtce,
first ~
WiJ.on Hall Hurry,
becauae aorma muat be turned
jnto the SHIELD Office by
midnicht Nov. 27 in order to be
elipble.
Nominations will be compiled by the SHIELD staff and
the final dec:iaioll will be that of
the ltUdeDt body.
Girll, save your pennies
becau1e a unique votin1
procedure will be em~.
Cue bearinl the candidatee'
name and picture will be in the
lobby of the SUB on Nov. 29
ONLY! Tbe IUY receivina the

ao

to Ordway

HaU ............ and 6 p.m.,
blfare Dec. 7 to 1t1t ,.oar pidure

mem..
Also, ltudente and faculty

..... for the SIDBLD ud take
a chaDce at a he bib. There
wW be no edealioD and time is
runninl out.

Media Appreciation Day held
f or regioool repre~entatita
The fourth annual Media
Appreciation Day was held by
Murray State Univenity for approximately 76 newapaper
publiaben, ectiton, radio ......
dincton, radio teJeviaion DeWI
directon and their wives, on
Nov. 3 in the Racer Room of
the Roy Stewart Stadium.
. "Thia ia one of the Uniwraity' a wa~ of expreuiq ita apo
preciatioD to the . . . media
fCJ the IUJIPQft it bu pen

Murray Statt

~ and

put,..,.··

ita ......... in the
atatecl M:C. Gurott. director of
pubUe relatioDa.
ftepreeeatiDa Mileouri. Tennessee, and Kentucky, the
IUeetl COili"Ptecl ia tbe Racer

Room for a pbera1 meetiq
whk:b luted appro:dmately 45
JDinutes. Dr. Curril welcomed
the IUeetl to the campua, and
later apoke of MWTay State's
peat appreciation COIIC8rDin&
the IUpport liven the University by the newa media.

"Low ll'adea often do not
belp tbe situation at home. but
they do tell a ltUdat and his
parent:a where he ia workinc
ud where b. needs help,"

Adami uld.

~tor o&ber . . of

............. eollld

boaar.,......
be tbt

..-.tan ..,..._ or tbe

..Tb......fail .,......., whieta
ia used at IIWlY ccm.,. &Del
wdvenities il lood but it hu
ita draw..-." Aclama Mid.
"How would a ltucla bow
ja.lt bow be . . . dobij if he
maply recahad an approdmate
l.u.r ........ he .....

An bODor .,.._. would be
butd on the idea tbat ttudeate
who wanted 'to bow laQw they
were doinc would ftnd out. But
parent:a who are apeacliq their
lllOD8J would ...._ laave any
idea ~ thie aeedemic . . . . ..

I low to get
to the
fourth cllnenslon
In one piece.

Tboee attenc:liftt were liveD a
tour of the new stadium by B.
W. Den~ Wblt.e Han dorm
director ·and former Racer
linebacker. Athletic Director
Cal Lutber . . . at. luacheon
held in Winalow Cafeteria.
The IUiilta were inYtted to
remain iD Murray for the football same apinat Austin Peay

tbat

Dilbt.

GETASONY.

Har•na Cilorila
SMrcy.

Nov. 11th

Unlver

AIUnlu

8:00 p.m.

et.rch of Chrl8t

NO BALONEY!
Chuck's llu8lc c..t•

..
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85 ft. ladder fails short in campus trial run

City's fire department purchases new truck
This past August the Murray
Fire Department purchased a
$58,400 aerial ladder truck for
fire and rescue operationa.
In a trial run on campus, the
85 ft. ladder reached the eighth
floor of Regents Hall. But, at
Elizabeth Hall where the
building isn' t on ground level,
the ladder only reached as high
as the fifth floor .
According to Fire Chief Jack
Cooper, the fire truck would
have to be run up on the east
side of Elizabeth Hall, as the
ladder wouldn't he able to
reach 'the building from the
street. However, if the truck
were able to pull up to the
building from the parking lot,
the Ladder would reach as
many as eight stories.
Chief Cooper calls the new
equipment "the greatest thing
that ever happened to the city
of Murray. Before we got the
la dder truck we were always
worried because we didn't have
a ladder that would get people
out if stuck on the sixth floor of
a d or mitory."
When uked how a person

would be rescued if caught on
the lOth floor of Regents, Chief
Cooper said that there was very
little chance of a building being
on fire so much that the
firemen couldn't put on gas
masks, go up the ladder to the
seventh floor and walk up the
last three floors.
To put out a fire in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Bldg. the
tallest building on camPUI\ with
11 stories, Chief Cooper said
that his men would have to
climb the stairs from the west
side with the fire hose. There is
no way of getting the ladder
truck to it on the west aide
because of the fountain . The
Fine Arts Annex hinders an approach from the north side.
Before the new equipment
came in. the f11e department
used a 55 ft. ladder which
rec>,uired eight men to r aise and
lower it. The aerial ladder is
raised by a hydraulic pump a nd
requires three men to handle it.
After it baa been set into
operation, one man can operate
the ladder.

STANDING ATOP the MW'J'a)' Fire D epartment '• new 86 ft. ae rial ladder truck la it•
operator , Ron Ho pklna. The n ew aerial ladde r
la ralaed by a h ydraulic pwap a n d requ lrea

The last major fire on campus occurred in Elizabeth Hall

Educators gather in Lexington
for 3rd annual KATE conference
Ten Murray State University
representatives attended the
third annual fall conference of
the Kentucky Association of
Teacher Educators (KATE) in
Lexington, Nov. 9-10, according
to Dr. John Taylor, chairman
of
the
department
of
educational services.
Dr. Taylor headed a
delegation of eight from that
department including Dr. Ken

Dean, assistant professor of
edu cational services; Dr.
Robert Fox, associate professor
of educational services; Dr.
Bob
Malone,
assistant
professor of educational services ; Wayne Williams,
associate
professor
of
educational services; and
Donald R. Shelton, assistant
profes.'lor of educational services.

Study conference on finance
held at Murray State Nov. 7
A stucly conference on school
finance was held on the Murray
State University campuR Nov.
7, according to Dr. Hugh A.
Noffsinger, chairman, depart·
ment of school administration
and supervision.
Forty superintendents and
finance officials from the first
and second district& attended
the informal conference sponsored by the School of
Education.
Scheduled in response to
request& by regional school administrators, the purpose of the
conference was to discuss and
get more information on
proposed revisions in the Kentucky Foundation Program and
pending court cases.
Dr. Dona ld B. Hunter, dean,
School of Education, was in
charge of the school finance
conference.
R epresenting the state
legislature, Dr. James Peyton,
research specialist for the Kentucky Legialative Research
Commission, discussed some of
the problems and concerns
from the point of view of the
legislature.
Dr . S. M. Matarazzo,
professor of school administration, gave an overview
of t he National Education
Finance Project (NEFP) recommendations. Richard Brown,
assistant superintendent of
Paducah
City
Schools,
discussed pending court cases
affecting school finance.
Dr. Noffsinger said the focus
of the conference was to offer
an objective analysis of the

NEFP recommendations af·
fecting school finance .
"The NEFP proposals
represent a major item of concern in school districts," said
Dr. Noffsinger, "and the conference was held to provide additional information to school
super intendents."

Federal Service
examination set
for December 1
The Federal Service En·
trance Examination will be
given Saturday, Dec. 1, at 8:30
a.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Applications for the exam
should be turned in by Nov. 28.
The Placement Office, located
on the 4th floor of the Administration Bldg. has the applications.
This exam is the main way
people with leadership and
responsibility qualities who are
interested in federal service
work receive their jobe.
The FSEE offers opportunity
for over 200 occupations in 50
~eral agencies a ll over the
country. A br ochure listing the
occupations offered and salary
information is available in the
Placement Office.
BATTERIES
Any Car $8.95 to $ 14.95

Atom ic Ba ttery Co.
401 N . 4th Street
753-8572

Also attending the KATE
conference from Murray State
were: Dr. Donald E. Jones,
dean of the Graduate School;
Dr. John Devine, chairman of
the department of business
education and administrative
management; and Dr. Frank
Fitch, professor of secondary
education.
Taylor was in charge of the
conference program and a
display of publications related
to the overall theme of "Competency
Based
Teacher
Education." The conference
consisted of various workshops
and meet.ings of interest to
teacher educators,
A division of the National
Association
of Teacher
Educators (NATE), KATE is
designed to provide members
with
opportunities
for
professional growth and to
promote quality programs of
teacher education. KATE's
membership consists of school
principals and superintendents,
supervising teachers, college
supervisors and heads of departments of education, directors
of student teaching and student
teachers.
Dr. Robert Houston, Univer·
sity of Houston; Dr. Norman
Dodl, Florida State University;
a nd Dr. Sidney Simandle, Kentucky
Depar t m ent
of
Education were the featured
speakers. Paul Roher, Asbury
College, immediate president of
KATE, presided d ur ing the
confer ence wh ich a ttracted
abou 150 part icipants.
Taylor, who beaded a breakfast meeting of the executive
board said that the conference
was a start in the exploration
of some of the as~ involved
compet.tqcy baaed teacher
ucation.
Dr. J ones, who was instrumental in organizing the
first fa ll conference of KATE,
is immediate past president of
KATE.

.
F

Records
'n Tapes

J&B Music
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by Stephen Fit~:n,ralld
three m en to aet It up and only one to o perate
lt. In a trial run on cam pua h owever, the 86 ft.
ladder failed to reach the a.opa o f any of the
Univer alty'l h ilh·rl•e d ormitorlea.

when the boiler, located on the Department has to be on the
lOth floor, r aught ftre, Murray scene to hook it to the pump
firemen climbed 10 fliglits of truck.
stairs carrying the hose to put
The rest of the build ings such
out the fire.
as Springer Hall, Clark Hall,
Only t hree o ut of 60 Richmond Ha ll and Franklin
buildings on ca mpus have Hall, have hand fue systems.
automatic sprinkler eystema. These systema are usually 2 1/2
These a re: Wilson Hall, Fine gallon ftre estinguishers that
Arts Annex, and Swann Hall. are of the preesurized water
T he newer buildings have type.
Chief Cooper said that the
stand pipe systems located outautomatic sprinkling systema
aide the building& that create are by far the moat superior of
enough preesure to pump water the systems. When a room gets
simultaneously to each fl oor. up to a temperature of 150
Before these ayatems can be degrees, the water sprinklers
initiated the Murray Fire automatically turns on.

MSU's debaters wiII compete
fo r ti•tie ··n ovc tournament
Murray debaters will com·
pete in the OVC Debate Tournament Nov. 30th · Dec. 1 at
Western Kentucky University.
Dr. Jerry Mayes, debate team
coach said, "We plan on
making several schools uncomfortable at the OVC."
Last weekend, Keith Russell,
Belleville, Ill. sophomore;
Steve Darnall, Trigg County
sophomore; Rich Moman,
Union County senior; and Jim
Dicken, Louisville sophomore;

traveled to Western to participata in the Kentucky
Colonel Cla!lsic Debate Tournament.
The team of Darnall and
Russell returned with five wins
and three losses. They were
beaten by the University of
Kentucky in the last round
which kept them out of the
eliminations. Dicken and
Moman recorded three wins
and five !oases.

Individuals
And
Organizations
Are Welcome to set up
booths or tables on the
Court Square on December 1st for the purpose of
selling crafts and handmade items or other goods
at the Annual Rotary
Christmas Auction and
Parade.
For

More

In formation

call 753-1893, Ex. 30

Nov. 16, 1973
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Ford loans new Mustang II
for marketing class project

Students attend UN Day
MSU'S REPRESENTATIVES at the United
Nation '• Day celebr ation in Fran kfort Oct; 24,
are ehown h ere with Dr. Albert Cox, pr eeldent
of the Kentucky chapter of the United Nation e
A..oelatlon. They are, left to righ t: Abdou l
Slllah, Slerr e Leon e; Shabf oakh Scarabianlou·,

Iran; Qui Ngoc Nyu gen , South Vietnam: Cox;
Wa lter Bum phua, advlaor to the Murray In t ernation a l Stu dent. A..oelation; and Mine
Coekuner , Turkey. The trip Includ ed a tour of
t h e city, a luncheon , a tou r of th e Capitol and a
reception In th e Stat e room or the Capitol.

The Ford Division of Ford
Marketing Corporation is
loaning 8 car to Murray State
University's marketing department for the third consecutive
year under Bill Platzer,
associat~ professor.
The Mw~tang II project will
provide the classes of the
departrGent With' current ' and
unique t>u8h1es8 situations and
the problems in selling und
marketing a car.
Sponsored by the Ford Motor
Company with the Target
Marketing Company as coordinator, the University was
provided a Multi·Media Learning Package and three video
tapes.
"Being quite different from
the regular Mustang," Platter
states, "the Mustang II is
similar to the Pinto. It i, two to
three inches smaller; a two
seater with a hatch back.''
Only 100 institutions have
been choeen to participate in
this project. They have the op·
pourtunity to enter one project
in the National Mustang II
Project Contest. Each report
must include a summary giving
the over all view of the project,

either by one class or as a joint
project by several classes. The
projects must be submitted on
or before April 15, 1974.
A national prize of $5,000
will be awarded for the best
project. There will also be
regional prizes of $1,000 each.
All entries then become the
property of Ford Motor Company and ita affiliates.

Change expected
by Student Org.
The Student Government is
operating this year under a new
organization which consists of
three branches; seven students
are appointed to the Judicial
Board that deals with traffic
violations and other student
legal matters, 25 students are
members of the Student Senate
which deals with the overall
organization and 33 students
are members of the Student Activities Board. The SAB is
primarily concerned with concerts, Insight, lectures, movies
and publicity.

Fourteen members of the
Student Government recently
attend ed 8 conference in
Atlanta where 114 schools'
representatives discussed their
organizations and problems.
Dave Curtis, president of the
Student Government at MSU
commented, "Murray was
joining counties in West Ten. recognized as one of the moet
nessee are also included in the developed and well-integrated
Jackson Purchase area. The student governments of the
Society holds four meetings a south.''
year, one of which is a field
Cu r tis is the student
trip.
representative on the Board of
Regents. He feels the other
members of the Board do con·
eider his vote, adding, ''The
men on the board bend over
backwards to make sure they
understand what I am talking
both Dr. Segal a n d t he
about.''
Murray S tate Newe.
Curtis also feels lhat the
The l aet pa rt of the ad that
wae ru n laet week epeak a of MSU students will be seeing
further an nouncementa and some major changes in dorm
a polllblity of "money In policies next semester. There is
your future." There will be a possibility of visitation in the
no furthe r announcem enta men's dorms twice a week,
in the Murray State Newe probably on Fr iday and Satur.
and there will be no proce11 day .n ights. There is also a
or event that can be con- ·chance that those girls with
etrued to be a lottery a c- signed per mission cards will be
cording to Dr. Se1al and Dr. able to come and go as they
R. H. McGaughey, a d vieer to please, much like Regents
Hall.
the ·Murray S tate Newe.

Don M. Pace to be principal speaker Dec. ·1
at Purchase Historical Society dinner meeting
Don M. Pace, assistabt
professor of history, will be the
principal speaker, Dec. 1, at the
fall dinner meeting of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society at 6 p.m. in Winslow
Cafeteria, according to Dean
Wilson Gantt, president of the
Society.
Gantt, dean of admissions
and registrar at Murray State,
said Pace would have as his
subject, "Ramblings About
Livingston County." Pace, a
native of Livingston County,
received his BS and MA
degrees from Murray State and
is currently a doctoral can-

didate at the University of membership of about a dozen
to approximately 125 in the
Mississippi.
Reservations may be made eight Purchase counties:
by contacting the Society's Ballard, ·Calloway, Carlisle,
secretary-treasurer,
Miss Fulton, Graves, Hickman, MarMargaret Heath, 1202 Maple shall and McCracken. AdSt., Benton, no later than Nov.
22. Reservations for the dinner
are $3.50 per plate.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, former
chairman of the department of
biological sciences, will make a
report on the recent historical
An a d that appea red i n
bus tour to Louisville.
laet week '• iaeue under the
The Jackson Purchase
hea dline of "Lottery Notice"
Historical
Society
was
ehould not have been run.
established in Murray 16 years
The ad, eubmitted b y Dr.
ago and has grown from a
B e rna rd S e gal o f t h e
peycho logy department, wae
in error and violated the
fed e ral poetal law of ueing
the mail for the purpoee of
conducting and promotiDg a
lottery.

I

Retraction

Candidates must ~pply
to run for Maid of Cotton
The 1974 Maid of Cotton, the
cotton
industry's
ambassadress, will be selected in
Memphis Dec. 27-28.
The Maid w ill travel
throughout the United States,
Canada and the Far East, pat·
ticipating in activities designed
to increase better underetanding of the cotton industry.
Selection is open to girls between the ages of 19 and 23 who
are at least five feet five inches
tall and have never been
married. Candidates must also
have been born in a cottonproducing state or maintained
continuous residence in the
Cotton Belt since the age of
seven or earlier.
The new Maid of Cotton will
receive an educational award
from the National Cotton

The Craft House
Macrame • Needlepoint
Candle Supplies • Beads
Oecoupage • Paper Tole's

Greek Letters - C1 eweI
YARNS
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
42071
PHONE (502) 753·9384

Council and a new automobile
from Ford dealere in the Memphis district.
Applications and a dditional
information nay be obtained by
writing the Nati.onal Cotton
Council, 1918 N. Parkway,
Memphis, Tenn., 38112.
Deadline for enterting is midnight. Dec. 1; 1973.

Dr. Se gal wae unaware of
the Jaw and the .tatr o f the
Murray State Newa inad ve rtently ran the ad.

I

The dletrie t poetal i nepector hae been informed
of the e r ror and hal
received the apologies of

Bring this coupon to
Burger Queen for:
r.1

I

I
I

Imperial Burger
2 for $1.00
Tues. and Wed. Only
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Recruiting is busy
as school relations
tries new methods
All is not quiet in the School
Relations Office at Murray
State University. And, according to Charles Eldridge,
director of this office, things
will be even busier as the year
progresses.
"This is a busy season where
recruiting is concerned,"
Eldridge said. "In 1972-73, our
office contacted 297 high
schools Kentucky, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri and Tennessee. This year we are expanding our contacts in Illinois
and Tennessee."
Memphis, Tenn. and its
surrounding Shelby County are
the new targets for the School
Relations Office this year.
"There are some 40 schools in
the Memphis area. Our office
has never been so active in this
part of the state," explained
Eldridge.
Mass-recruiting is another
concept being investigated by
the office. Representatives from
Murray recently attended a
'College-A-Rama' in the Memphis City Auditorium. Approximately 8000 students met
with people from 153 colleges
and universities.
Eldridge said that his office
experimented with this method
Nov. 5 at Christian County
High School. "The students are
Christian invited Hopkinsville
High School to participate," he
added.
Besides the high school
senior, the office is Murray
representatives are making
more of an effort where the
transfer student is concerned.
Several community colleges are
being contacted by a special
recruiting team to give students
maximum exposure to the campus, team approach and
resource people.
E ldridge seemed particularly
excited about a new color
brochure and a financial aid
pamphlet representing an oversized dollar bill. This
literature, along with special
departmental broch ures are
mailed to the student upon
request.
"I wish the different depart·
menta would become more involved with our office in

Spring semester
'Minority' week
panel is named
This spring there will be a
Minority Awarene88 Week, the
purpose of wbicli is to promote
better understandin~ of all
races and culture!!.
During
this
Minority
Awareness Week, various days
will be designated for displays
and speakers. There will be two
or three speakers to speak on
the topics of international and
black culture. Someone will
also speak on prison reform.
Persons selected to be on the
Minority AwareneBS Week committee are as follows: JeBSe
Williams, Chicago, Ill.; Tommie Turner, St. Louis, Mo.;
Phillips Glore, Paducah; 'Dee
Dee Bruce and Gene Roberta,
Mayfield; Dave Garrison,
Murray; Nancy Powell, Sebree;
Michael Lowery, Madisonville;
Lacy Hardison and Larry King,
Louisville.

Shalimar
Holland Drugs

recruiting," Eldridge said. He
cited such events as Quad-Sta te
Orchestra and Chorus, in conjunction with the music department, and a Communications
Day, held Nov. 2 and 3, and
sponsored by the journalism
department as examples that
other departments could
follow.
''Some of the students on
campus
are
ou r
best
recruiters," he remarked. "A
university is a place of learning
and our present students best
expose the learning, social and
cultural opportunities conducive in getting students to
enroll at Murray."

NINE REPRESENTATIVES or the Mu rray
State hor eem anehip procr a m attended the
Nat ion a l Quarterh oree Conrree• h eld Oct. 21-28
In Colu mbue, Oh io. to p r omot e Murray State
and it. h or eem ane hip proeram. From lett to
ript Bill Che r ry, dl r ectol', Cheryl Smith, Bed·

Ph oto by Kear,)" Caiman
minieter , N.J.; Jane Carr, Fr ocmor e, S.C.; J ana
Jones, Beaver Dam ; Tom Walker , Bu tler, P a .;
Da le McCuleton , Pembrok~. Paula Noll, New
O rleane; Camille Baker. 0111eneboro; Jan e Hutcheu, Hopk ill8vUie; and Ji m Ru dolph , In·
etructor, Murr ay.

1 _ _P_la_c-eme_n_t......,
Christmas parade, auction .....
TUESDAY, NOV. 27
ter, Morganfield : Teachers.
to be held Saturday, Dec. 1 CIBA
Geigy, Bowling Green:
Keller Manufacturing Co.,
Plans are being made for the
Rotary Christmas Auction and
Parade to be held Saturday,
Dec. l. Pete Waldrop, general
chairman of the program, announced that Murray merchants and any other individuals or organizations are
welcome to participate in the
"Try Murray First" campaign
event.
The day ~· ill consist of
special sales, prizes to be given
away and bargains. Booths or
tables may be set up on the
court square for the purpose of
selling crafts and handmade
items at the annual auction
and parade.

Agriculture or chemistry
Any student organization baCkground.
wishing to enter floats or
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 28
displays should contact Dave
Credit Thrift of America,
Garrison, chairman for campus
Hopkinsville:
Interest~d
entries, at 767-6951.
The auction is scheduled to students.
THURSDAY, NOV. 29
begin at 1 p.m. on the west side
Burroughs
Corporation,
of the square. Two auctioneers,
Marketing,
Wayne Wil!!on and Charles Nashville:
Thompson, have volunteered management majors for
their services again this year to training program. Must have a
2.8 overall.
conduct the sale.
Following the auction, the
SATURDAY, DEC. 1
parade is scheduled to form at
FSEE examination: SUB
the Middle School to escort. ballroom, 8:30 a.m. Booklets
Santa Claus downtown, where can be secured in the
he will arrive at 4 p.m. to Placement Office prior to test.
distribute candy and favors to
T UESDAY, DEC. 4
children along the route.
Breckinridge Job Corps Cen-

Corydon, Ind.: Business
majors.
Metr opolitan Public Schools,
Nashville: Teachers; secondary
and elementary.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 5
Henry I. Seigel (H.I.S. sportswear), Bruceton, Tenn.: InduRtrial technology majors and
business majors.
Portee,
Incorporated,
Paducah; Industrial technology
majors, business and math
majors.

THURSDAY, DEC. 6
Kay Retailing, Alexandria,
Va.: BusineslJ and management
majors (Dec., May and Aug.
graduates).

Children's
Book

Values
from

$1.95 to
$5.00

ONLY *1.49
Books for Children of all ages

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Murr ay State Newt

Nov. 11, 1171

Over 300 students attend

Foreign Langu.t.We Fes&iml draw high schoolers
Students representing nine
area high schools converged on
the Murray State University
campus last Friday to attend
the 1973 Foreign Language
Festival.
Mrs. Suzanne Keesler, chair·
man of the co-ordinating committee, said that over 300
students from Calloway
County, Heath, Henry County,
Mayfield, Murray, Obion
County Central, Paducah
Tilghman, St. Mary's and
North Marshall high schools
entered the competition.
Categories included in the
contest were: testing, exhibits,
posters, dolls, photography,
three dimensional art, realia
and talent.
Testing-Advanced
winners
received a plaque and a $100
scholarship to study foreign
language at Murray. Second
place and elementary winners
received trophies. All other
division winners received
trophies with runnersup
receiving medals.
Mrs. Keesler said "As our
second effort, we were able to
dou ble the number of participants, and improve both the
effort involved. in planning the
festival a nd the quality of entries. We observed a greater
general enthusiasm for foreign
language study."
The winners, listed in order

of their finish. in the French

competition were:
Poeters: Dreux Henry, St.
Mary's and Linda Avery,
Calloway County; Drawing and
Paintins: Donna Peller, Henry
County and Richard Wolfe,
Mayfield: Dolls: Cindy Sanders, Mayfield and Rosemary
Wysock, St. Mary's.
Photography: Tim Belcher,
Calloway County and Le Cercle
Francais, Murray; Three
Dimensional Art: Peggy Visher,
Murray and Sarah Wyatt,
Mayfield; Realia: Trina Nicks,
Murray and Julie Waldrop,
Mayfield.
Testing: (a) Elementary;
Cathy Howe, Mayfield a nd
Laurie Beatty, Mayfield; (b)
Advanced; Ka thy Watson,
Murray a nd Phillip Hunt, St.
Mary's.
Talent (a ) skit; Le Cid, St.
Mary's a nd Jean-Paul, Murray;
(b) recitation; Nancy Callicott,
Henry County and Sara-Susan
Whatt, Mayfield, (c) vocal; 0
Seigneur, St. Mary, and a tie
between Wendy Sta llovs,
Mayfie ld and Plan tons la
vigne, Calloway; (d) folk da nce;
Le Cercle !'Francais, Murray
and Cindy Sanders, Mayfield.
In the Spanish division, the
winners were:
Poeten1: Kim Gray, Calloway
Countv and Sharon Fox, Henry
Co; drawings: Richard Horn·
beak, St. Mary's and Tommy

P hot o by Keary Caiman
Lanrua1e Feetlval featu red d olla,
p hotop-apha, t h ree-dimentio nal a r t and poatere. Prize• were
awarded to 1tu den t1 for t h e beet exhl blte.
DIS P LAYS AT THE Forelp

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall Semester 1973
By NANCI PETERSON
Special Writer

Parking
zonings
and
locations are being changed, according to Orrin Bickel. direc·
tor of the physical plant.
Students are losing part of
their C zone parking area west
of 16th St. due to the construction of the new speech and
hearing rehabilitation center,
but are gaining 88 parking
spots from faculty, staff and
visitors, as well as new lots on
Hamilton and Calloway
Avenues.
These changes and others ae
a result of the Nov. 13 meeting
of the Traffic and Parking
Committee. They reflect the observations of a four week survey done by the security department. Appropriate signs are
being erected as rapicUy as
possible.
Construction workers for the
speech and hearing center are
required to park within the fenced area they were assigned in
the contract the University
signed with the company. C
zone areas to compensate for
the loss of this section will be
created west of t he old
re&idence which houses the
Boar d of Education.
Cables have been removed
from around lots further west
on Hamilton and Calloway.
These lots are available for C
zone parking. Part of this area
is not graveled, but will be as
soon as possible, said Bickel.

RESEARCH
AIDS
, _ Cct4l.o(r
~,.. aid~ ......
antl•bl• w,•h (oMD4JIN • nd btbhorraphy
.ol.cN• t pntWfU Dit ,_p... t•t• (ilfARAm:EP.n

Thgu•ad.• of

f.t~t·h

F• o FI\Et "'C'l' ol ow l o - 10-pop

..U-

c• l alot. u M 6fl mY ito ~., pc.u.c- llftd h n·
d liocl h)

Nat'l Research Bank
'

Parking along Hamilton next
to the Board of Education of~
flees is not zoned for student
parking.
.
Faculty, staff and visitor
parking areas will loose 19
spaces in the lot across from
Faculty Hall and 21 spaces in
the lot across from the Library.
Bickel said the survey showed
excess parking assigned to
faculty and staff, and that the
cut would cause no suffering on
their part. In addition, 48 spots
will be zoned C at the west end
of the General Services Bldg.
along Chestnut.
All spots marked 30 minute
parking are zoned for everyone,
including unregistered cars.
The only restriction is the 30
minute time period, Bickel
said, which should be observed.
This includes the spots near the
Administration Bldg. which are

marked for the use of anyone
doing business in the building.
Concern was expressed at the
meeting concerning the use of
the Regents Hall lot by people
using the tennis courts. The
graveled lot along the tennis
bleachers is zoned for that purpose. This gravel lot is also
available for Regent residents
when it is not full .
On a trial basis the row of
parking spaces running along
the front of Richmond and
Franklin Halls will be changed
from D to F zone~:~ giving the
residents of these dorms a
chance to park in front of their
dorms instead of behind them.
The cooperation and attitude
of the students, faculty and
staff has been exceptionally
pleasant this year , agreed
Bickel and Orman Price, direc·
tor of secu rity.

h ... Uill>. Col 99210
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Friday, December 14

8:00
10:30
1:80

7:30·9:20 TTh classes
2:30 MWI-' rlaliSCl!
8:30 MWF closaet~

Saturday, December 15

8:00
10:30
1:30

10:30 MWF classes
7:30 MWF classes
1:30 'l'Th cla~~SeS

Monday, Decemoor 17

8:00
10:30
1:30

9:30 MWJo' clatltiCs
3:30 MWF claS&es
I !\10 MWF claases

Tue11day, December 18

8:00
10:30
1:30

11 :30 MWF claases
9:30 TTh cluaea
12:30 MWF cluses

Wednesday, December 19

8:00
10:30
1:30

IL:30 TTh cl8118e8
4 :30 MWF clalliM!ll
3:30 TTh clal8ell

Evetrlac elu-· ...,.. will 1M rtven u... 1'9Cular ••elln1 nlpl of tile •••II 0..-. 10.11.
lu..• whh laborator)' period• ma)' uw eiU.er th• el..a or Jaboralol)' elaaa ll•• ror
tealla1. flprloJ ,..rtotn tlon b•1ina Saturday, Jan, I, lt74.

All belts have a beautiful hand rubbed dye finish and are made of
the finest top grain cowhide leather. Bella are 1~4 " wide with a ~quare
solid brass bueltle. We punch six holes so you can gain or loose weipt.
All you gotta do is fill in the handy coupon below and drop It in t.he
mail. We ship parcel post anywhere in the United States. Please send
check or money order, !No cash pleaset. Allow two to four weeks
delivery Please Include 75 cents for postage and handling.
BELT ,\ - Richly burnished brown belt for $6.50. A damned good deal
anyway you look at it .

&>It IJ-Sunrlse! Something different on the horizon $8.50.
Hell C- }land carved and painted fantasy scene belt A bizzare expenence expressed with leather $11.50.

*

Wholesale information upon rf!quest.

*

PLEASE PRINT NA M E - - - - - - - - ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ STATE_ _ _ _ ZJP_ __

4:0 N. Palm Or.

ttlt~phon e ;

Schedule for Day Classes

WAIST IN INCHES

0

Belt choice:

AO. B 0 .C 0

" If I be lifted up on the earth I 'U draw
all men unto me." John 12:32

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Student Fellowship Meetings 6:30 PM Wednesday
Sunday Worship Services

10:30 AM
7:00PM
campus ministry with a student oriented worship service

•

I Fine Arts Calerular I
TODAY
Readers' Theatre: " Flowers for Algernon." University
School Auditorium. 8 p.m. Admiaiona $1 . Final performance
tomorrow nisbt.

SUNDAY, NOV. 18
Concert: Nashville Symphony Orcheatra, Thor Johnson conducting. Lovett Auditorium. 3 :30 p.m. Admission by Murray
Civic Mus ic Asaociation membership card or by student ID.

THURSDAY, NOV. 29
..The Great C?oss Country Race," (The Hare and the Tortoise): Presented by the department of Theatre Arte. 9 :30 a.m.
Lovett Auditorium. Admission ia 50 cent& or eeaaon ticket.

SATURDAY, DEC. 1
STUDENTS TAKE AD VANTAGE of &be
· Tlaoroupbred Room la tbe buement of tbe
SUB. A recommea dat ioa baa beea mad e by
Student Govenmeat that tbe boura of tbe T·

Plaoto by Keary CalmaD
Room be ex&eaded. Tbe reeomme adatiCNJ Ia
preMady u Dder eoaaldera&IOD by tbe Ualveralty.

Student Government proposes
lengthened hours forT-Room
By NANCI P ETERSON
Specia l Writer

Extension of nighttime hours
for the Thoroughbred Room
bas been propoaed by the
Student Government. A recommendation to this effect bas
been sent to Joe Oyer, coor·
dinator of food services, and
copies to Normal Lane, dean of
student affairs; Thomas
Hogancamp, vice preaident of
administrative affairs; and
Preaident Constantine Currie.
The Student Government
voted unanimously to send letters of resolution urgins later
hours for the T-Room at least
~&ix nights a week. The letter
proposed that Oyer investigate
feasible ways in which the centrally located cafeteria could be
opened.
Gene
Roberts,
secretary of the Student Government, said it i8 hoped that a
Student Senate committee will
be consulted in regard to any
plans considered.
Dyer said that food services
will be happy to follow
whatever directive they receive
from hisher authorities. " I am
not oppoeed to the idea,' ' he
said, "but I believe food services would operate at a losa
unlesa students nighttime ac·
tivities are increased in Ordway
Hall." He added, " If they
gather the crowds, we'll open
the doors."
Dyer met with the Student
Government on Oct. 31. A
IJ'OUP of about 36 memben
aaked him queationa pertainins
to MSU food services. It i8
hoped that student employeee
would be added to the staff if
hours are extended. The TRoom i8 now open from 7 a.m.

HUIE'S
Flower ·shop
1 BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS

..

·' ... ' ·~-

i~D,
J
..
.,, -.,.

.#'

only be the besinning of plana
to create the imase of a real
student center. The pouibility
of a coffee-bouse-like atmoepbere i8 beins co01idered,
includ ing perhaps free miniconcerta by well-known small
grou ps sponsored by t he
Student Activities Board.
Convenations with repreaen·
tatives of other achool' s student
government officers at a COD·
vention in Atla nta recently
revealed that their prOIJ'am& or
a similar nature are highly succesaful, aaid Roberta.

_ ________________
_.

SUNDAY, DEC. 2
Art Sale: Student Union Bldg. 12 p.m. until 7 p.m. Continue&
Mon. and Tues. from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m.

MONDAY, DEC. 3
Quad.State Band Festival: Concert to be given at 7 p.m. in
the Lovett Auditori~. Free.

TUESDAY, DEC. 4
Winter Concert: 50-piece Murray State University Orchestra.
Prof. Neal Mason, conducting. 8 :15 p.m. Lovett Aud itorium.
Free.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 6
MSU Jau Ensemble Concert: Lovett Auditorium. 8 :15 p.m.
Prof. Raymond Conklin, conducting. Free.

THURSDAY, DEC. 8
Christmas Concert: Murray State University Chorus and
Choir. 8 :15 p.m . Lovett Auditorium. Prof. Robert K. Baar, conducting.

~---------------------------------------

1

University Inn Restaurant
Now Under New Management
Sole Owner Raphael "Little Rafe" Jones
I have been requested to offer my services in the
psychology department, the math department or as
president of a University in Leningrad, Russia. Due
to the fact that my psychiatrist has advised me
that I still have a psychological problem they won't
accept me in the psychology department. Due to the
fact that the Internal Revenue Department said that
my math and theirs do not coincide, I am not acceptable
to the math deoartment. The President of the
Leningrad University advised me that if I would sell out
he would regain. his position. I refused because his way
of life and mine differ to the extreme. I believe in the
freedom of religion, free enterprise, and in the good
ole U.S.A. I will remain in the restaurant business
offering the best dern food and service In Murray.

'\,

Phoae 753-3981
Ill

to 6 p.m. Monday through
Fr iday, and from 7 a.m. until
noon on Saturd ay. T h e
proposal
suggest
houra
lengthened to at least 10 or 11
p.m. six nights a week.
Luring students to the SUBOrdway complex is beinl pla nned by the Student Government. It will be done by a aeries
of various 1tudent interest activities, but is still in the planning stage. The budget& have
not been approved.
Roberts said new hours for
the Thoroughbred Room would

Art Exhibit: "Eight by Eight." Drawings and paintinp from
the Kentucky Art Commission. Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center. Continues until Dec. 16.
Art Exhibit: Contemporary paintings on loan from the
Speed Muaeum in Louisville. Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center. Continue& until Dec. 16.
Phololl'aphy Exhibit: "Conte~porary Phololl'aphy since
1950." Exhibit from the Eastman House Museum in Rochester,
N.Y. Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Art& Center. Continues until
Dec. 18.

s. 15th

Come out and see us.

God Bless You and Thank You,
Raphael "Little Rafe" Jones

----------------------------------------------------------

BANK OF MURRAY
Three convenient locations
to serve the university

Main

owntown Branch
Cliffords
Phillips 66
South 12th SL Hwy 641

Your Complete
Service Station
We Honor Most
Credit Cards
And Give
S& H Green Stamps
Pickup/ Delivery
Phone 753-6919
~ ~ FIHST

~ C L .\SS

IN FORMALWEAR

The Hannon Football Forecast
1-0KLAHOMA
2-0HIO STATE
3--ALABAMA
4-U.C.L.A.
5-MICHIGAN

After Six

I-NOTRE DAME
7-PENN STATE
I-SOUTHERN CAL
I-NEBRASKA
10-TEX.AS

Saturday, Nov. 17th Alabama
Arizona

Art zona State

Arkansas
Boston Collell
Bowline G--.
Qtadel

Colpte
Dartmouth
Dayton
EastCaroHna
Georcie
H11rverd
laeno
Illinois
Kent State
Kentucky
Long Beach
L.S.U.
l'?'larytand
Memphl5 Steta
""ami (Ohio)
Ml chipn
Miehlpn State
Mlssouri
Navy
Nebruka
North Cerollna
No. carolina state
Ohio stata
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State

=' ·

College
Shop

University Branch·

Pennsylvania
Penn State
Pittsbuf1Eh
Richmond
Rutpfs
San Die&O
South caroli na
SOUthern california
Southern Illinois
SOUthern Miasl&slppl
Tempe
Temple
Tenneesee
Texas
TexuA&M
Texas Tech
Tulane
Tulsa
U.C.L.A.
Utah
Villaoova
V.P.I.
Washtncton State
West Vltalnle
Western "Michlpn
Wisconsin
Wyomtnc
Yale

42

21

67
22
27
21
27
27
23
15
33
17
20
26
17
27
23
28

3'

29
45
21
33
26
20
15
31

30
31
S3

21
14

~

21
45
31
27
20
3l
24
40
27
42
28
l'
23
35
21
24
22
31
41
29
38
27
21
20
30
24
21

m

11-MIS$0URI
12-L.S.U.
13-ARIZONA STATE
14-TEXAS TECH
15-KANSAS

Major Colleees

Ml eml, Fie.
Air Force
U .T.E.P.
S.M.U .
Syrecuse
Northern Illinois
Davidson
Bostoo U
Cornell
Mershell
Appalechlen
Auburn
Brown
Idaho State
Minnesota
Toledo
Florida
Wichita
Ml ssl r.slppl State
Clem SOli
sw Loulslena
Cinci nnati
Purdue
lndiena
Iowa State
Georcte Tech
t<ansu State
Weke For.\
Duke
Iowa
Kansas
CoiOBC!o
Stanford
H-all
Columbia
Ohio u
Army
Wlllt.m & Mery
Holy Ctoss
FrMnoState
Florida State
Wfthin&f,On
lndiena State
West Texas
Chllttanoop
Onke
Mlsslr.slppl
T.C.U.
Rice
Beylor
vandlfbllt
North Texes
Orecon State
Utah State
Xavier
V.M .I.
calltornl•
Vlrclnl•
Ar11ntton
North-stem
New Mexico
Prlncetoo

I
17
0
20
7
7
15
20
21
13
0

16
7
13
13

II
15
27
14

13

6
10
7
14

10

14

6
13
7
0
6
10
22
17
7
I
7
17
12
0

10

7
16
12
7

7
10
&
14
7
14
10

7

22
6

6
13
15
14
I
20
13

Other Games- South and Southwest
Abll- Chrlstlen

Albany State
Anplo State
Bethun.Cookman
catawba
Delta
£AstTenneuM

EutTexas

EIOII
Grembllnc
HemJ)(Ien-Sydney
Hardlna
HendenOn
Jacksonville
Kentucky State
Uvin~ton

Louistana Tech
Mars Hill
McNeese
Moren.ad

UniveTsity
Book Stor

rz&

30
23
24
27

26

21
29

31

5.2
31
11
24
20
3S
14
27

'34
21
21
23

:

No. carot lne c.ntral 24
NW Louisiana
17
s F Austin
30
Samford
20
Savanneh State
17
South carolina St.ete 21
Southern State
23
sw Texas
21
Tennessee State
42

Howwd Payne
Fort V1IIIY
Sui Ross
Florida A&M
Lenolr~hyne

Nicholls
Austin I'MY
Tartei!On
Winston-Salem
Southern u
Randolph-Macon
State COIIep
Ouachita
Florence
Weyne, Mich.
Martin
N£ Loulslane
Georptown
ArbnsasStata
£A•tem Kentucky
Viratnla State
St.l'aul'a
No. carolina A&.T
SE Loulslena
Sem Houtoton
Mississippi Collep
Knoxville
Delaware State
Monticello
Texas A&.l
Alabeme State

23
13
7
15
20
10
12
6
6
14
7

13
17

u

7
1<1

13

I
22
21

10

'

15
15
13
16

7

0
6
14
0

Tennessee Tech
TrinitY

Vi~nia Union

Western carolina
Western Kentucky
Wotton:t

1f-OKLAHOMA STATE
17-COLORADO
1~TENNESSEE

1t-HOUSTON
26-NO. CAROLINA ST.
24
20
3S
22
42
21

Middle Tennesaee
Bishop
Hempton

Ce~N.wmen

Murrey
Gardner-Webb

20

the GANG

0
17
12
ll

at the

10

Other Games- East
Albrilht
Amherst

grt~
Centre! COnnecticut
coest GI.Aifd
COnnecticut
Delaware
F.Jrmont
Hamilton
Hi rem
Juniata
Lehllh
Massachusetts
Montclair
Muhlenberl
Rochester
Wagner
Wesle~n

Western Maryland
WidWilkes

31
21
31
30

~5

21
28
33
15
20
20
30
34

26

21
23
24
22
15
21
29
21

Upsala
Wllllams
Sprlncfield
FOtdham
Southern Connecticut
Drexel
Rhode lslend
8ucknetl
Weynesburc
Uni on
carneale-Mellon
Deolaware Valley
Lafeyette
N- Ham1>$hlre
Glaasboro
Morevlan
Tufts

Gettysbura
Trinity

Johns HQPkiM
Lebenon Valley
l<lnl's Point

1<1
7
20
6

PALACE

13

20
13
14
6
19

5-Points

16
12
lA

7

6
15
7
20
14

13

12

24 Hour
Wrecker Service

17

Other Games- Midwest
Akron
Attcansas Tech
Ball State
Central Michipn
cantAI Oklahoma
E Central OklahOma
Eltstem Michipn
Hen<M!r
Indiana Central
John carroll
Lanpton
Lincoln
MIIIAPS
NE Missouri
NE Oll.lahoma
Omaha
St Joseph's
SE MissOuri
Velparalso
Washincton. Mo.
Western Illinois
Wllmlncton
Wfttenberll
YounptoWn

30
2:J
27
30
21
23
21
29
23
42
35
20
34
14
23
24
15

U

30
27
38
25
35
20

Gustavus
Missouri Southern
Illinois St.Me
Northen\ Miehipn
SW Oklahoma
cam.,-on
Web«
Centre
Butler
ca...w..tern
f'#N Oklahoma
sw Miuourl
Principii
Rolle
Plnhendle
MllwaukM
Illinois Benedictine
Central Mi""'lrl
Wheaton
Weshlnaton Lee
Eastern Illinois
£Arlham
Marietta
Indiana U

a.

6
21
21
7
1&

17
10
6
21
6

o

15

0
I
7
14
14
6
12
14
7

14

7

U

TABERS
BODY

SHOP
PHONE
753-3134

Other Gamn- Far West
Boise State
cal Lutheren
Chico State
Davis
Ernoorla State
Fullertoo
Humbolot
LaVerne
t.o. An~les
Montana State
N~ (Las Veps)
Oc:eldental
arecon Collep
Punt Sound
Rei:lt.nds
Riverslde
St. MarY's
Simon ,,.._.
SOUthern Of-.con
Wlllemette

24
21
20
25
26
31
27
20
22
35
24
V
24

31

21
42
25
20
15
20

Cal Poly (SJ..O.)
Azusa
Sacremento
San Frenclaeo StMe
Colorado Weetem
Cll Poly (Pomona)
Portland State
Claremont
Northr'id..
Sante Clare
Nevade (Reno)
Pomona
lAwis & Clertc
Pac:lfle Lutheran
Whittier
U.S.I.U .
are.Dn Tech
Centntl Washincton
Peeiflc
Whitworth

20
6
14
20
lA
6
14
lll
ll
7

See Our
New Gift Shop

17
15

7

U

20
0

'1
7
14

16

Thankseivinr Day-Thursday, Nov. 22
Alabama
Notre Dame
Texas
UtehStata

30
31
31
22

l.S.U .
Air Forte
Texas A&M
soutnern Mlsalsalppl

14
7
17
21

Alcorn A&.M

24
20
20
21

Jackson State
Hofatre
Morris Brown
Aleblma State
Gardner..Webb
Rolla
ldlhO State
Delta State
NewberrY
Prelrle Vlew

20

c w

Post

Olartc
Kentuclcy State
Lenolr-Rhyne
Lincoln
Northern Arizona
NW Louisiana
Presbyterian
Texas southern

23

26
28
22
27
30

17

15

17
17
14

20

21

23
15

STARKS
Hardware

RACERS

l
0
0

RYAN MILK COMPANY
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OVC coaches: Murray's chances ar e good
By MARK HULTMAN
Sports F.ditor

Does Murray State havtl a
chance to upend powerful
Western Kentucky at Bowling
Green tomorrow?
According to the other !-lix
coaches in the Ohio Valley
Conference, the Racers have a
good chance if they can play
errorless ball against the No. 3
ranked team among Bmall
colleges.
The Racers take a 5·1 OVC
record and 7-2 overall into the
matchup with the Hilltoppers.
Western leads the OVC with a
6-0 mark and is 9-0 overall.
Middle Tennessee Coach Bill
Peck believes that both echools
have
real
fine
teams.
"Western's speed on offense
gives them the ability to make
big playa, while Murray has a
stronger gTound game and a

better offensive line,'' Peck
said.
"If Murray can crack
Western's defense and keep the
ball away from Western's of·
fense, then it could possibly win
the ballgame:" the MTSU
coach added.
''Both tearna are good offensive teams and both have
excellent quarterbacks, but
Western's real strength is its
defense.''
Middle is the only OVC team
to beat Murray, doing it at
Murfreesboro on Oct. 13 by the
score of 17-14. The Blue
Raiders suffered a 42-8 setback
when they played host to
Western on Nov. 3.
"Murray may have more size,
but Western has more speed
and quickness," says Eastern
Kentucky Coach Roy Kidd.
"Offensively, both teams
have fine passing and running

attacks," Kidd added. "Murray
is well-drilled and has shown

that it can oome back because
the players don't lose their
<:ool."
The Racers nipped the
Colonels, 21-20, on Oct. 27,
while Western Kentucky
smashed EKU, 35-0, a week
earlier.
Coach Jack Bushofsky of
Austin Peay believes t.hat
Murray can win ''if MSU's
defense can cope with
Western's speed." He added
that "if Murray can move the
ball against Western, there will
be a good chance that the
Racere can record a victory."
The Governors were upended
by Murray State, 31-9, on Sept.
22,
while
they
were
whitewashed by the Hilltopper&, 28-0, on Nov. 3.
"Murray has a very fine offensive footba ll team, while the

Western squad is very strong but they can get the job done,"
on defense," East Tennessee Terry said.
"Murray is going to have to
Coach Roy Frazier commented.
"Western has the potential play real well to beat
for the big scoring play with Western,"' he added. "The
Clarence Jackson, John Em- team is going to have to get a
bree and its two quarterbacks couple of breaks to beat
(Leo Peckenpaugh and Dennis Western."
Western beat the Eagles, 34Tomek)," Frazier said. "It
could very well be a low· 7, on Oct. 27, while the Racers
scoring football game,'' he ad- beat Morehead, 30-16, on Sept.
ded.
29.
"Murray has been playing
Murray State whipped the
Bucs, 20-14, on Oct. 20, while good football all year long,"
Western. blanked the East Ten- Tennessee Tech Coach Don
nessee squad, 30-0 on Sept. 29. Wade said. "Western is imMorehead Coach Roy Terry pressive. The team is quick, fast
believes that "Murray has a and strong-everything a good
much better balanced attack, football team is supposed to
but Western can hit for a quick be."
"Western has the edge on oftouchdown before you know
fense and defense, but Murray
it."
"Defensively, Western puts a can move the ball as it haa
lot of pressure on a team, but proved this year," Wade said.
"It ought to be a heck of a
the Racers play a sound football game--nothing spectacular, ballgame.''

Nortlreast journey pro'Vl!1l
costly as Race~ fal~ 12-8
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aut. SporUI

WESTERN KENTUCKY tailback, Clarence Jackson leads Hilltop·
pen Into tomorrow's match with Murray State at Bowlint Green.
Jackson baa rolled up 764 yards in 137 carries thla 1eason aa
We11tern hae r ecordl'd a 6-0 OVC record and 9-0 overall.

f.~dltor

Heading to the great northeast, Murray State went
penquin hunting armed with a
three game winning streak. an
explosivt: passing offense and a
runner needing only yards to
crack the all-time Racer individual rushing record.
Youngstown State welcomed
the opportunity to seek revenge
on a team it had never beaten
and treated the visitors to:
-Its second major upset in
as many weeks, edging Coach
Bill Furgerson's squad 12-8
only days before shocking sixthranked North Dakota State, 1210.
---Near-Artie playing conditions with a howling wind, 20
degree temperature and at least
an inch of snow on the packed
playing field.

---An unwanted frame ol
mind heading into their season·
ending clash with nationally
third-ranked, unbeaten, untied,
Western Kentucky, next
weekend for the Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
Clayton cracka mark
Super tailback Don Clayton
provided the only spark of war·
mth for the Racers as be rambled for I 07 yards to bring his
seasonal total to 1,213 yards or
58 more than George Green·
field's 1972 mark.
It was a record breaking performance for the big junior who
still has one game remaining to
jack his total even higher. .
.and provide more of a
challenge next season to shoot
for.
The
elements,
which
definitely were a factor which
the cold-conditioned Penquins

Murray State to meet Western

Battle for OVC supremacy set for tomorrow
By MARK HULTMAN
Sport. Editor

pass. Peckenpaugh threw to
Jim Wafzig for a 62-yarder,
Tomek threw to Bobby Powell,
for a 29-yard TD and Davis, a
third-stringer, hurled a 20-yard
to Powell.
Tailbacks Clarence Jackaon
and John Embree each scored
twice--Jackson on runs of 29
and six and Embree on runs of
three and two.

Western Kentucky's Hilltopper& moved into tomorrow's
Ohio Valley Conference championship game with Murray
State with an easy victory,
while the Racers were upended
by Youngstown in a nonconference match.
Coach Jimmy Feix's 'TopThe 'Topper defense stood
pers, now 9-0 on the aeason and
6-0 in the OVC, trounced host out aU day, permitting only 51
Butler Univereity, 48-6, enroute yards rushing and 73 yards
to amassing 560 total yards of- passing and forcing seven turfensively. Western's trio of novers.
quarterbacks--Leo
PeckenMorehead State' a Eagles, led
paugh, Dennis Tomek and by the passing of quarterback
Doug Davis--combined for 269 Dave Schaetzke, upset Carsonyards as each hurled a scoring Newman, 23-14, at Jefferson
City, Tenn.
S crimmage set
Carson-Newman had been
ranked 12th in the Associated
Monday n ight
Press' college division poll and
had entered the oonteet with a
Coach Cal Luther baa
7-2 mark.
announced that the annual intraequad ~rame
Schaetzke completed 12 of 27
of the Murray State
passes for 281 yards and three
Racers will be held at
touchdowns. His TD scores
7:30 p.m. Monday in the
went to senior flanker Mike
MSU Fieldhouee.
Mattia, who caught two 35The acr lmmaae will
yard pa111188 and a five-yarder.
be open ~ the p u blic,
The Colonels of Eastern
and the va raity aquad
Kentucky were defeated by
fo r l t 71-74 will be in·
Central Michigan, 21·7, in a
t:roduced.
came which aaw WKU'a Alfred

Thompson break 1,000-yard
rushing mark.
Thompson, a senior tailback,
picked up only 59 yards rushing
but increased his total to 1,003
on the season. His total is 100
yards shy of the Morehead
record held by Jimmy Brooks.
Morehead takes on Eastern
tomorrow and a Morehead loss
would tie the two clubs for
third place in the OVC. An
Eagle victory, together with a
Murray loss, would tie
Morehead with the Racers for
second place.
East Tennessee's Alan Chadwick connected on 27 of 39
aerial attempts for 305 yards
and three touchdowns as the
Buccaneers whipped Middle
Tenneuee, 40-16.
Bo Howard was Chadwick's
main target, catching eight
passes for 95 yards and a acore.
In a battle of the cellardwellers in the OVC, Tennessee
Tech notched ita firet conference win with a 31-12 win
over Austin Peay. Austin Peay
remains winleaa in the conference.
Be.idea the MSU-Weatern
a nd the E aatern-Morebead
pmea tomorrow, the other

teams winding up their 1973
OVC grid schedules are Tennessee Tech at Middle Ten·
nessee and East Tennessee at
Austin Peay. The Bucs end
their season on Nov. 24 at the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga.

were conditioned against and
the improving defense of the 36-0 Youngswwn team proved to
be doomsday for the hard-luck
Racer team~
Wriflht bootl goal
Taking an early lead, the
Racers got on the board with a
37 yard Don Wright field goal
after driving to the YSU five
late in the opening period and
being fared with a fourth and
13 situation.
The hosts then took the next
Racer kickoff, ran it to the 42,
and marched through seven
plays to score the game's first
touchdown. Freshman quarterback Cliff Stoudt, who had
thrown for 676 yards and two
scores in the three games he
has started, rambled over from
the one on a keeper play. An at·
tempted run for the two-point
.conversion was not good, but
YSU led 6-3:
After several exchanges of
the ball,' Wright then put the
Racers on the board again with
a 25 yard field goal to knot the
contest at 6-6 for the half and
throughout the scoreless third
period.
When the Racers had advanced to the 22 and were
threatening, Youngstown came
to life and held the visitors for
four downs. Then the Penquins
(Continued on page 2t)

OVC Standings
ovc
Western Kentucky
Murray State
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
East Tenneeeee
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay

W-L·T
6-0-0
5·1-0
4-2-0
3-3-0
3-3-0
2-4-0
1-5·0
0-6-0

Overall
W-L-T
9-0-0
7-2·0
6-4-0
6-4-0
4-5-0
3-7-0
2-7-0
1-8-0

Saturday'• Reaulu
Youngstown 12, Murray State 8
Western Kentucky <18, Butler 6
Central Michigan 21, Eastern Kentucky 7
Morehead State 23, Carson-Newman 14
East Tennessee 40, Middle Tennessee 16
Tennessee Tech 31, Austin Peay 12
Tomo rrow's Gamee
Murray State at W•tern Kentucky
Tenneaaee Tech at Midd le Tenneaaee
Eaatern Kentucky at Morehead State
Eaat Teoneaeee at Auetin Peay
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Murray State has the edge--APSU's coach says
By STEVE W. GIVENS
A...t. Sportt Editor

It's a time when most football coaches start signing new
contracts for next year, calling
for equipment and uniforms, or
do as some of the unfortunate..
clean out their offices.
Some can lean back in their
easy chairs, light up expensive
cigars, and make coy predictions about who's to win the
final and post-11easonal battles.
But then a select few are intently studying game films and
making reservatiom1 for team
lodging.
Austin Peay State head
Coach Jack Bushofskv took
time out recently · from

"I think Murray State has
the edge in the scoring potential over them, but Western
defmately is defensively better," Coach Bushofsky.

preparing for visiting East Tennessee and super quarterback
Alan Chadwick to comment on
the tension-packed Murray
State-Wester n Kentucky clash
tomonow.
His ideas would be seemingly
appropriate since his Governors
have met and lost tu both
teams after putting up a hard
battle to the end. The Hilltoppars whitewashed APSU to the
tune of 28-0, but only lead 7-0
at halftime! Against the
Racerll, the Govs built a 13-7
advantage and were about to
scort: again, before a costly interception killed the drive and
molded an eventual 31-19
Munay comeback win.

''The two teams are different
in the sense that MSU is bigger
down the line, but WKU is just
a little stingier on the ground.
Offensively, I believe Murray
has more tools with which to
work."

BUSHOFSKY

Sam Torres will leave tomorrow
for cross-country champiomhips
Sam Torres and Coach Bill
Cornell are slated to leave
tomorrow for Spokane, Wash.
for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Cross
Country Championship.
Torres was the only member
of the Murray State cross country team to qualify for the meet
in last Saturday's District III
meet in Greenville, S.C.
Last year, Torres competed
in the NCAA meet in Houston,
Tex., but, according to his
coach, he is a much improved
runner this year and stands a
good chance to take AllAmerican honors.
Two years ago, Jim Krejci
took All-American honors in
cross country in his senior year
at Murray. If Torres makes it,
he will become only the second
runner in the school's history
to be so honored.
During the past two seasons,
the Ohio Valley Conference hu
placed more All-Americans in
cross country than any other
conference in the country.
In 1971, the top four runners
in the OVC meet-Neil Cusack
and Eddie Leddy of East Tennessee, Hector Ortiz of Western
and Krejci--made the AllAmerican team.
Last year, Cusack finished
first in the meet, Leddy was
third, Nick R01e of Western
was ninth and P. J. Leddy, alao
of East Tenneuee, was 16th to
give the OVC four AllAmericana.
In the OVC meet thia year
Rose was f11'8t, Cusack finished
eecond, Leddy was third and
Torres placed fourth.
Before coming to Murray, the

slender Torres wu a two-ttm'e
junior college All-American at
Genesse Community College in
his home town of Flint, Mich.
He also was an All-American
in track while in junior college
when he won the three-mile
event.
At Munay, he holds the fivemile course record at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Country Club, the indoor
school record in the two and

three-mile runs and the outdoor record in the mile.
Coach Cornell said, "Sam
has had an outstanding, though
short, career at Munay, and it
would be good to see him place
well enough to make AllAmerican in cross country this
year."
Torres has only an indoor
and an outdoor track season of
eligibility left at Murray.

Torres places ninth;
big meet coming up
Murray State's Sam Torres
placed ninth in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
District III meet last Saturday
at the Furman Golf Course in
Greenville, S.C. to qualify him
for the NCAA Championship
meet.
Torres was clocked in 29:08
just five seconds from sixth
place in the meet which covered
six miles.
Nick Rose of Western Kentucky won the meet with a
course record time of 28:21.8,
then came Neil Cusack of East
Tennessee with a 28:39 he
followed by Western's Chris
Ridler, who was timed in 28:46,
giving the Ohio Valley Conference a 1-2-3 aweep in the
meet.
In the team championship,
the OVC had two of the top
four teamA. William and Mary
won the meet with 72 points
and Western was a cloee second
with 82. Then came; East Ten-

don't think Pandolfi runs as
much as Peckenpaugh does and
he's not the threat either."

nessee, 108; Duke, 124; and
Alabama, 181, to round out the
top six teams which qualified to
compete in the NCAA meet.
Auburn was seventh with 200
points, and was foJlowed by
University of North Carolina,
208; Maryland, 216; Murray,
252; Eastern Kentucky, 268;
Virginia Tech, 269; Kentucky,
289; Georgia, 385; Furman,
373; and Georgia Tech 403.
After Torres, the Racers'
Gordy Benfield fmished in 46th
place with a clocking of 30:42.
Rod Harvey fmished 6lst
with a time of 31: 11 and winding up in 73rd place was Don
Wilcox with a 31:25.
Dennis Sturt, running in his
last croea country race for
Munay, was 82nd with a time
of 31:41.
Brad Finaeth was next for
Munay with a time of 32:07,
good enough for 9lst, and Stan
Thompson was 99th with a
32:28.

Against the bone-crunching
'Topper defense, the Govs
managed only 75 yards on the
ground and a slim, slim -03
aerial yards. Western, meanwhile was held to rhcir lowest
total of the year with 148 turf
yards and 106 in the air.
In comparison, Munay State
rambled for 168 ground yards
and 171 in the air, while the
Govs were getting 143 rushing
and a big 234 passing.

''One advantage Munay has
is Bill Farrell, who I voted for
All-OVC honors as the best
tight end in the league. He
a lways seemed to come up with
the big catches against us,"
Coach Bushofsky said.
"Murray State must go to
Bowling Green in the right
frame of mind or the final score
will be left up to the Hilltoppers," he added. "They have to
be mentally prepared to win
and let the chip!; fall where
they may.''
Kickoff will be at I p.m.
tomorrow.

Top two honors
are announced
in pool tourney

"We played them (Western)
the closest game they've had all
year," Doug Vance, Sports InHenry Kinsey, a transfer
formation Director at APSU student from Brooklyn, N.Y.,
said.
and Chuck Jerz of Harvey, Ill.,
"WKU really dominated us took top honors in the men's
even though we managed to intramural pool tournament
hold them to a 7-0 halftime last Wednesday night.
margin," Bushofsky added,
In the upperclaBSmen •tour"and I think Murray's defense ney, which included White and
can cope with the speed that Hart Halla, Kinsey edged Billy
the 'Toppers have, t he Racers Young, three games to one, in
can move the ball against the beat three-of-five-games
them."
series.
Jerz beat Ed Cook of CollinMoving his thinking to aome
of the special performers that sville, Ill., 3-1 in their series for
undoubtedly will determine the first place in the underclassmen
division.
contest's outcome, Bushofsky
Sixty-eight people parcommented, "Tom Pandolfi,
from what I've seen of him, is ticipated in the two tourthe second best quarterback in naments.
Trophies were awarded to
the league behind ,Chadwick."
the winner and runner-ups in
The official Ohio Valley Con- both tournaments.
ference figures agree with him
ranking the pair 1-2 in both
total offense and passing.
In rating WKU field
general Leo Peckenpaugh
and Pandolfi, he said, "they
both throw real well, Leo hit on
five of 10 against us earlier and
he's come along now and taken
the regular starting position. I
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Tommy Burris wins honors
•
ln Cumberland judo tourney
Murray's Tommy Burris
placed first. in the heavy green
belt division Nov. 10 at. the
Cumberland College Invit.ational Judo Tournament in
WiUiamsburt.
Burrjs won. tb~ matches by full point and the 3rd
by half point.
Six members of Murray's
Judo Club were among 100
men who competed in the tournament.
ChriS Carper placed second
in the light brown belt division.
Carper won the first match by a

MURRAY STATE'S Tommy Burr is won the heavy green belt
division at the Cumberland Colleee Im·itational Judo Tou r nament Saturday. Burri• also placed fint in a St. Louis tournament a week earlier and aa a reeu lt, he will be promoted to a
third derree brown belt (Sankyu).

Ladies' volleyball team
•
places 3rd 1n
tourney
Having finished Recond in the
state tourney for the past two
seasons, the Murray State
University women's volleyball
team settled for third place in
this year's tournament last

Franklin floor 1
marks 26-19 win
over Richmond 1
Franklin Hall's first floor
tripped up Richmond Hall's
first floor, 26-19, last week to
roll up its fifth victory in six
games in the freshman· flag
football league.

weekend
when
it
was
eliminated by Eastern Kentucky.
Although the Racers had
beaten Georgetown earlier in
the afternoon, they went into
the playoff match with an overconfident lead of 6-0. But they
got beat, 11-9, forcing Coach
Nan Ward's team to play in the
same bracket as Easter n.
Showing their determination,
the Racers stunned hundreds of
fans by bouncing baclt to thump
Eastern, 15-11. The Colonels
held their composure, however,
and Murray lost the next two
matches. Eastern went on to
win the championship while
Georgetown was runnerup.

The first floor has a 5-0-1
record to lead the Franklin
After wards, Coach Ward
Hall division. The second floor
is next with a 4-1-1 mark, while said, "We have nothing to be
the fourth floor is in third place ashamed of. Alt ho ugh we
finished higher last year, I
with 1-4-1.
think we had a better team this
In the R ichmond Hall season because we played in
division, the third floor has a 5- some tough tournaments a nd
1 mark to take a one-game lead the caliber of teams we played
over the first floor whose were much better. Since it wae
recor d is 4-2. The fourth floor supposed to be a rebuilding
is in third place with a 1-5 year for US, rm pleased with
mark on the season.
our performance."
The winner of each division
Murray finished the season
will play each other in the final with an 18-8 slate, with six of
game of the season Monday at the l osses coming from
4 p.m. behind Springer Hall.
nationally-ranked teams.

full point, lost the second by
full point to Chauncey White,
who placed first in the division,
and won the third match by a
full point he won the fourth
m,atch by a decision and the
fifth match by a full point.
On Dec. 1, , the Murray State
Judo Club is hosting a tournament on campus. Over 100
judo clubs have been invited
and there will be divisions for
men, women, boys and girls.
About 300 competitors are e.xpceted from Indiana, Illinois,

Penquins prevail, 12-8,
as MSU luck runs out
(Con tin ued f'rom page

~7)

moved the ball 72 yards in the
next 16 plays.
Displaying some of the form
he showed in YSU's 12-10 upset win last week over sixthranked North Dakota State,
fu llback Dave Garden tacked
on the final Youngstown score
with 4:35 left in the contest
when he bulled over from the
one. Once again the conversion
was no good, but the hosts atiU
led, 12-6.
It seemed as if it would be a
typical Racer finish.
The MSU defense forced a
Stoudt fumble with three
seconds on the clock, but the
ball rolled into the end zone..
.and out of bounds which gave
the visitors a safety instead of
the deadlocking touchdown.
Murray finished with 311
total offensive yards to YSU's
280 figure. Quarterback Tom
Pandolfi ignored the harsh
throwing weather and completed nine of 21 for 164 yards,
while Stoudt managed to connect on seven of 14 for 123
yards.
Behind Clayton 's effor ts,
MSU rolled to a 147 yard
rushing total as compared to
Youngstown's 157 figure. The
Racers lost three fumbles and
had two pa88e8 intercepted,
wh ile t he hosts lost one
mishandled ball.
With the loss not counting on
ita conference slate (5-1-0 and
7-2-0 overall), Murray heads
into practice for the vital contest with the undefeated, untied
Hilltoppers in Bowling Green

Van Heusen puts
it all togetlier
When Van Heusen puts together a
shirt collection, you can bet it's right in
touch with your times ... with
the kind of bold styling, super
comfort, and great new designs
that really tum you on. Stand
apart from the rest of the herd,
and assert your lifestyle in a Van
-~~
Heusen . .• the one shirt that
puts you altogether in fashion!

next Saturday afternoon. It
seems to be a difficult task for
the Racers, looking at past
history, where WKU has won
10 of the last 12 battles.
MURRAY STATE 3 3 0 2--8
YOUNGSTOWN 0 6 0 6--12

Ohio, Tennessee, Arkansas, ,
Missouri and Kentucky.
The tournament will be sanctioned by the AAU and OhioKentucky Judo Association.
Trophies will be given for first,
second and third place in all
divisions, and· nationallyknown judo men will be
viRiting the campus over the
weekend. These men are
holders of fifth and sixth
degree black belts.
Tommy Burris will be
promoted to Sankyu (third
degree brown belt) because of
his outstanding competition at
Cumberland and St. Louis. He
placed fi rst in both tournaments.
The Murray State Judo Club
is starting new classes at the
Carr Health Bldg. Classes will
be held for boys and girls, 6-16
years of age, on Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 5:30
to 6:30. Men and women
clas..'les will be held Monday
and Wednesday from 7:30 to
8:30. For more infor mation call
Bill Falls at 767-4457 or Chris
Carper at 767~2739.
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Long hours pay off for Racer f oothall coaches
By STEVE HALE
Special Writer

A football team could have
11 potential All Americans on
the field at one time but that
doesn't mean the team will go
undefeated. The talent on any
athletic team must be utilized,
developed and motivated in order to produce a winning team.
Tilat's what this year's Murray
State University coaching staff
has done by working hard, long
hours and we want you to meet
the coaches that helped make it
possible.
When he came to Murray as
head football coach in 1966,
Bill Furgerson says that there
were two things he hoped to ac·
complish during his tenure.
One was to attain a new
stadium and the other was to
produce a championship team.
The Racers have accomplished
the first goal and according to
Furgerson, the second will be
accomplished this Saturday at
Bowling Green when the
Racers meet the Hilltoppers to

decide the conference championship.
Furgerson says that coaching
was somethilll he always had
wanted to do and he proved his
skill at the profeeeion when be
received his fmrt coaching job
at LexiJllton Lafayette High
School. During his three year
reign, the school had two undefeated aeasone and was state
champion one year.
He then came back to
Murray to act as graduate
assistant on the football team
for two years before accepting
the head coaching job at Murfreesboro, Ill. High School.
Although he was there only a
year, his team established a 71-1 record and won the conference.
In 1956, Furgerson eturned
to Murray as head track coach
and assistant football coach.
During his first year as track
coach, his team finished last
but bounced back to become
the number one team in the
Ohio Valley Conference for six

Grid siaff includes
three team assistants
By MARK HULTMAN
Sport•. Editor

A trio of individuals have
been involved in the Murray
State football program this
year, but have yet to be fully
recognized.
Those three are Samuel
Tandy, a student grid coach,
and Rkhard Stabingas and
Larry
White,
graduate
assistant coaches.
Tandy is a nativ~ of Owensboro, having played football at
Owensboro Senior High School
where he received All-City and
All-State honors.
Upon graduating, he went to
Dodge City ,Junior College in
Dodge City, Kan. where he earned honorable mention All·
American honors in the junior
college ranks.
Tandy continued his college
career at Murray State and was
named to the OVC'a AllConference second team. He
joined
the
Joliet,
Ill.
Chargers, a semi:professional
football team in 1970 and
played for them for three years.
He teturned to Murray State
this fall to fini$h his work
toward a B.S. in physical
education.
Stabingas, a native of St.
Clair, Pa ., is a graduate
assistant and has worked with
the offensive line and done
some scouting for Coach Bill
Furgerson this season.
He graduated from St. Clair
Area High School, where he
earned All-County honors as a

EARN
WHILE
YOU LEARN
The Air Force will pay you to
train in any of these career
area a:
.Accounting and Auditing
.Machinist
.Personnel Management
.Education and Training
.Medical SpecialisUI
.Dental Assistant
,Public Relations
.Food Service
.Transportation
.Communications and many
othel'll

For detailed infonnation concerning "Guaranteed Choice of
Air Force Jobs" and a free •P~
titude teat, call Sgt. Bob
Kleeman at the SUB every Wednesday from 10:00 a.m. until2:00
p.m. or call 442-2426 in Paducah.

tackle. He went on to play
tackle at East Stroudsburg
College in Eaat Stroudsburg,
Pa.
The
second
graduate
assistant coach is Larry White,
a native of Bricktown, N.J.
White's main duties this year
have been to work with the offensive line and handle
scouting chores.
White attended Bricktown
High School, where he played
on both the defemive and of·
fensive units. He came to
Murray State and played
defensive tackle for the Racers,
and in his senior year, was elected as the team's co-captain.

straight years. It was between
this time, 1958-64, that the
Racers put totcether 2-4 straight
winl in dual meeta.
Furgerson's 17 years as a
Murray coach are poeaibly the
longest of any OVC coach and
he has established the respect
of other coaches by being the
conference's "Coach of the
Year" in three aporta--football,
track and 'C1'0118 country.
In ehowing his love for football, Coach Furgerson says,
"The 'rnoet beautiful thing in
the world is to see a perfectly
es.ecuted play. It's a work of
art."
Responding to the question,
"Are you surprised at the performance of this year's football
team," he replied. "Not surprised, but pleased. We've been
fortunate to steer free of injuries and I think this is one of
the most determined teams I've
ever coached. It's a highlight in
my career to coach a group of
flr&t-class youJll men who have
ao much pride. It's just like
having a family of 90 instead of
four or five. When we lose or
win, we all share the pain and
joy."

••••

After losing six of his 11 starters from last year's defensive
unit, Coach Bill Hina was left
with a tremendous responsibility. Hina met the challenge
by putting in extra hours at the
office studying the opponents
defense. Most of the season, he
has put in an astounding 97
hours a week and the results
are before the public as the
Racers have become the second
strongest defensive team in the
conference.
Hina is probably only one of
a handful of mentors in the
nation to coach half a family
through college. He says, "All
five of my brothers played foot·
ball for Murray at the same
time I was coaching for the
Racers. They didn't seem to

resent me coaching them. As a
matter of fact, each one called
me "coach" on the field and

only one called me 'Bill' in
private."

Not only does he have the
respect of hia family but of
other coaches u well. In 1959,
the first Kentucky high acbool
state championehip was fo~
and Hina'i Hendenon Hich
School football team won the
title. He claims, however, that
the highlight of his coachirig
career will be when Murray
beats Western, clinchina a tie
for the OVC championship.
When asked how he first
decided to get into the coaching
profession, he laughingly said,
"I don't know, but I've been
wondering the same thina all
these years. I guess it goes back
to the fact that I was raised in
a small town (Sturgis, Ky.)
where 88 of the 125 boys in the
high school were on the foot·
ball team. It was the thing to
do back then and I just took for
granted that I would be a
coach."
With Murray State being hie
alma mater, Hina felt at home
on the Racer coaching staff.
While in college, be was AllOVC and most· valuable player
his senior year.

••••

At 31, he's the youngest of
the Murray coaches. Coach
Gary Crum has made quar·
terbacks think twice before putting the ball in the air against
the Racer secondary. Although
three of his four defensive half.
backs graduated last year,
Coach Crum has helped the
Racer's become one of the top
aerial defenses in the league.
Crum was a graduate
assistant on the Racer football
team before accepting an
assistant football coaching
position at Portsmouth High
School in Ohio. Earlier, he had

Let's Go Racers!

been head coach at Buckeye
Valley Hiah School in
Delaware, Ohio.
Talking about this year'1
aeaaon, Crum saya, ''We bad a
lot of 'i&' and 'buta' before the
aeaaon etarted and we've won
some games this year where
"talent wise" we shouldn't
have. It all boila down to the
• fact that we were the more
determined team."
Cru m had thoughts of
playina profeuional bueball in
his college days, but injured his
knee. Immediately he thought
of coaching when he saw that
he couldn't play. He almost
chanpd his mind when the
Denver Broncoe wanted him to
play football but due to his bad
knee he decided to stick to his
coaching ambition.
While attendina Cardilllton
High School, Crum received
all-atate honors in football and
basketball He was also an All·
Big 10 end at Northweatem
University.

••••

Coach Jere StripliJll came to
the Murray coaching staff in
1968 after serving five years as
head football coach at Dyerburg Tennessee High School
and two years as assistant
coach at Union City Tennessee
High School.
As did Coach Hina and
Coach Furgerson, Stripling
played football for the Racers
in his college days. He was
second team All-OVC in 1955
and 1957 and was All-OVC
quarterback in 1956.

••••

After being assistant football
coach at Eastern for three
years and at Morehead two
years, Coach Carl Oakley came
to the Racers in 1967 as offensive coach and has been a
big asset to the Racers. The
Racers are currently second in
the OVC in total offense.
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University of Kansas hosts Murray

Racers open rww basketball season
elude four starters from last "Sophomore of the Year" for
year's squad that finished 19· 7 hia play during the 1970-71
Hold on to your hats, basket- with runner-up honors to con- aeaaoa, and followed that up
ference champion Austin Peay. the next two eeaaona with
ball fans!
honors as the conference'a top
But Coa ch Luther'a squad
The college cage season is
will be withou,t, the &«Vict~s of . pla)IU.
' •
•• '
just around the corner.
1
" Richt1now, we hawt nobody
For Coach Cal Luther and tWo-time ' OVC Player I of the
u phyaiully quick ancl strong
l•
his Racer 12, the opening date Year, Les Taylor.
as
was,' ' Luther said.
of the season falls on •Dec. 1
' MSU malnatay "WeTayl~
Ta ylol" waa
lost both on offenae and
when they tackle Big Eigh t
H
Taylor, a 6'3" forward- defense wh en he (Taylor)
powerhouse, the University of
guard, was the Racers' main- graduated."
Kansas.
stay
during his cage career at
The 1973-74 edition of the
In addition to the four starMurray State Racers will in· MSU. He was selected as ters and four reserves returning
By MARK HULTMAN
Sport. Editor

Photo by Wilson Woolley
MEMBERS OF THE 1973·74 Murray State
basketball team are (back row from left)
Grover Woolard, ,Je..e Williams, Mar celoue
Starke, Mike Coleman, Mark House (not
elleible Cor firtt eeme~~ter) and T. C. Jamison.
On tbe third row (from left) are Head Coach
Cal Luther, ,Jeff Huahee, Steve Bowers, Zachery
Blasingame, Richard Burnett, Henry Kinsey

and attletant coach Fred Overton. On the
eecond row (from lett) are Steve Hines,
manager> Larry Kelley, Mike Grlmee, Steve
Barrett and Mike Matheny, manarer. Slttlnf on
the floor (fr om left) are manaren John Blue,
Bob Ward and Greg Holt. Darnell Adell was not
present for tho picture.

Shreveport tournament ntarks
end of fall season for golfers
The Murray State University
golf team ended its fall aeason
last weekend by placing
seventh in the 13-team Centenary Collegiate Golf Classic
held in Shreveport, La.
The 45-hole tournament saw
the Racers shoot a 298 in the
first round with freshman
Kevin Klier firing a 69. Unable
to maintain its consistancy,
Murray ended the tournament
with a 772.
LSU at New Orleans won the
tournament at 745 with the
University of Tulsa and
Houston Baptist University

almost 20 strokes behind with
764s. Other teams to participate in the tournament were
University of Southeast, La.,
766; Steven F. Austin, 767;
Northeast, La., 771; Murray,
772; University of St. Thomas,
780; Centenary University, 396;
University of Arkansas at Little
Rock; 798; Delta State University, 802; Northwest La., 802;
and East Central State Univer·
sity, 814.
Individual honors went to
Doug Farr of Northeast La.,
who shot a 69-35-71 for a 175.

Top man for the Racers was
Mike Hoyle, who shot 73-37-78·188. He was followed by Kevin
Arnold, 78-37-78-193; Kevin
Klier, 69-38-88-195; Mike Perpich, 78-36-82--196 and Bruce
Douglass, 81-39-78--198.
In reviewing his fall season,
Coach Buddy Hewitt said,
"Our team has been erratic this
year. By that I mean we've had
some bright as well as dull
spots in our season and if we
can be more consistant next
spring, then J think we'll be
better than last year's team.''

this year, Luther has also four
new personnel to work with.
Four atartera return
Returning this season are all
three members of MSU's front
Hne-aenior Marcelous Starks,
junior M ike Coleman and
sophomore Jetl8e Williams.
Starks is a 6'8" pivotnian
from Chicago, who averaged
15.8 ppg. and 11.3 rebounds per
game last year. He was one of
the best-shooting players in the
nation l ast season with a 61.3
field goal percentage. ·
"Marcelous is one of the har·
dest workers on the team, as
well as a strong rebounder and
he is one of the top centers in
the league," Luther said.
"Coleman is double th reat"
Coleman,
the
only
sophomore to be selected to the
All-OVC t~am last season, is a
6'5' ' forward from Gary, lnd.
Averaging 17.4 ppg. and 11.9
rebounds, he hit 49.5 per cent
of his field goal attempts.
"He (Coleman) is one of the
most versatile shooters I have
seen in years and his ability to
follow his shots makes him a
double threat aa a scorer,"
Luther commented.
A 6'6" forward from
Chicago, Williams did not start
several games last year as a
freshman, but as the season
progressed. he cracked the starting lineup with success.
Williams averaged 7.2 ppg.
and 5.4 rebounds, connecting
on 48 per cent of his tries from
the floor and 83 per cent of his
attempts from the gratis stripe.
Also returning this season is
5'9" senior guard Steve Barrett
of Otwell, Ind. A two-year starter in basketball, Barrett has
been the team's best free throw
shooter for two years, hitting
89.3 per cent last year. He also
connected on 54.6 per cent of
his field goal tries.
T.C. Jamison is a 6'5" junior
center from South Bend, Ind.
who, according to Luther, "is
an aggressive defensive player
and a rugged rebounder." He
came off the bench last season
to substitute at both the forward and center positions.
Speedy-quick Darnell Adell,
a 5'11" junior guard from East
Chicago, Ind., returns this year
after playing in every MSU
game last season in a reserve
role.
A junior and a sophomore
round out the squad's returness. Steve Bowers, a 6'4"
junior guard, should be a
leading contender for a guard
position.
The final member of the varsity squad this year is Jeff
Hughes, a 6'2'' •ophomore
guard from Syracuae, Ind. As a
freshman last year, Hughes led
the junior varsity team with a,
23.8 ppg. average.

D~c.

1

The four newest members in·
elude two junior college tran·
sfers, Henry Kinsey and
R ichard Bu rnett, and t wo
freshmen, Grover Willard and
Zachary Blasin~tame.
"Kineey I• a fine proapeet''
Kinaey, a 6' 3" standout, was
a two-year starter at Farmington Junior College in New
York and was also a prep AllAmerican from Boys H igh
School in Brooklyn, N.Y. ·
A 6' 3" forward -guard, Burnett comes to Murray State
from Columbia State Junior
College in Columbia, Tenn. He
is described by Luther as a
"very fine prospect." Luther
added, "Richard is a good jumper with real talent, and he will
be expected to lend a lot of help
to our offense this year."
In his last season at Columbia, Burnett averaged 20 ppg.
and eight rebounds per game
and also collected Most
Valuable Player honors in Tennessee's State .Junior College
League.
Wlllard is 6·6 freshman
Willard is a 6'6" freshman
star from Newark, N.J. who
was voted as "Player of the
Year" in Newark last year.
One of the top players in New
Jersey, Willard, is, according to
Coach Luther, "an excellent
scorer and a real fine
prospect.' '
The second freshman is
Zachary Blasingame, a 6'31/2",
205-pound guard.
Blasingame is currently on
crutches due to a knee injury,
but Coach Luther says that the
knee will be tested in approximately a week to determine its soundness.
Com petition to be tougher
Concerning the battle for the
OVC championship this year,
Luther feels that "the com·
petition is going to be much
closer this year."
Luther points out that the
main problem this year will be
on the defensive side of the
ledger. "Losing. the speed and
quickness of Taylor will
definitely hurt because a real
quick team will be able to move
the ball faster against us."
"Our main strength will have
t~ be our play as a team," the
head coach said.
The Racers open their season
on Dec. 1 against the Jayhawka
of Kansas, who have been
picked by ma'ly as co-favorites
to win the Big Eight title.
Two days later, Murray
opens its home schedule with a
contest against Howard Payne.
•'This team recorded a 23-4
mark last year and it has its entire starting lineup back,"
Luther said. On Dec. 5, Arkan·sas College travels to Murray
t to take on the Racers.

-
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1933 team honored

for achievements
By BARBARA J. TAYLOR
Sports Writer

When a university has a football team that ma.nages to go
an entire season untied and unbeaten...it usually has a special
reserved place in its history.

Members of 1933 unbeaten football team

MSU rec.eives kick-in-shin
from state soccer league
Opinion

By STEVE W. GIVENS
A.,t. Sports Editor

Irony can take funny boun-

ces.
The Murrav State soccer
team recently ~mpleted one of
the
best
seasons
in
history.....yet the Racers were
uninvited to the statewide tournament that selects the champion of the Commonwealth.
Unlike other schools in the
state that pour funds into the
sport from fat annual budgets,
the program here is handled by
graduate at~sistants in the
physical education department.
The Racer head coach changes
annually since the position is
held by a student with s occ:e r
experience, rather than a fulltime employee of the University.
John Polacek took a squad
that won a minimum of matches in 1972, added t~ome walkons, and produced a record-

breaking team with a 4-2-l
slate. Tying t heir season opener
with powerhouse Univenity of
Alabama Hunstville, they dropped their next contest, and then
won four consecutive matche.q
before falling to Southern
Illinois University 6-2 in their
finale.
Why were the Racers apparently snubbed by the Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer
League?

-

' 'I'm in the dark about it as
much as auyone else," MSU
Athletic Director Cal Luther
said. " We were contacted by
the league office just recently
and informed that we were not
on the list of schools to participate in this year's matches."
The KISL had previously ac·
cepted any Kentucky school
with a competitive soccer team
in the post-season event.
In the past three years, MSU
teams have finished first once

and runner-up for two seasons.

"I think it's really an in.
justice to the team because of
our t~uccess this year in soccer,"
Luther commented.
The KISL was organized a
year ago and the Murray team
was invited to become a member, but refused on the basis of
lack of funds to supply a yearround program.
There was a league meetinp
last October and since MSU
was not able to be a member,
no
representative
waE
sent....and thus the .Racers werf
evidently ignored,
The MSU NEWS sportll staff
feels this move to be tasteless
and unnecessary in view of SOC·
cer's struggling position on
both the local and national
collegiate sportH scene. Action
11uch aM this can only retard
progress and taint the benefits
for those who acitvely participate.

And with the Homecoming
opening of a new multi-million
dollar stadium complex what
better time would be available
to pay tribute to them?
Murray State provided the
fanfare for the 1933 team that
was an added and unique
element for Roy Stewart
Stadium's impressive debut.
Ironically enough, that squad
which never tasted defeat was
a lso the fU'St to play in ancient
Carlise Cutchin Stadium ...under the critical eye of thencoach Roy Stewart, who was a
the halftime ceremonies.
It was during the social hour
held in the Carr Health 'Bldg.
prior to the Racer game with
Eastern Kentucky that one was
able to witness not only the
return of an entire team from
40 years ago, but also an
emotional reunion between the
old teammates.
The 1933 team played in the
old SIAA (Southern Jntercolligate
Athletic
Association) instead of today's
Ohio Valley Conference, which
coven a smaller area. Ten
squad members from MSU
were named to the SIAA's AllConference team of that year.
Five members of the team
have since been sele~d to the
MSU Hall of Fame, Cecil
"Slim" Kent. "Hound" Elder,

Norman McKenzie, " Pedro"
Simmons and John Herman
Shaw.
It was a happy ret.urn.
marked with smiles and the
slapping of old teammate's
backs. Some of the stories that
were exchanged inc I uded
memories of the first freshman
to room in the then-new Ord·
way Hall, the 0-0 tie with
Southern Illinois University,
and the following 105-6
slaughter of the University of
Louisville.
It seems that 40 years of
separation had not dampened
the feelings between the team
members. . .and probably never
will.

Volleyball league
ends first week
with 3-way tie
Both divisions of corecreational volleyball ended
the first week of action last
Friday with three-way ties for
first place.
In the independent division1
the Damn Yankees. Aftermath
and the Snakes are tied for first
place with 2-0 records. The
Campus Crusade, BSU II and
Apollo's 73 are tied for second
with records of one win and no
losses.
The Tau Kappa EpsilonAlpha Delta Pi I team, Tau
Kappa Epsilon-Kappa Delta
team and the Sigma Nu-Sigma
Sigma Sigma team all have 1-0
marks to lead the Greek
division.

7 Days a Week 8 a.m. til 12 p.m.

OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY
8a.m. til 8p.m.
Prices Good 14th thru 21st
w e reserve the right to limit
COUNTY FAIR

WIN FREE CASH

TREASURE CHEST

BROWN

ROLLS

&

SERVE

12 CT . PKG.

284

T HIS W EEK WIN

$200

LAST W EEK'S T ERRY TYLER
WINNER CARD NOT PUNCHE

OCEAN SPRAY
PURE VEGETABLE

Cranberry· Sauce
15 oz. CAN

CRISCO

29,,

3 Jb. CAN

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS
ooz

GOLD CREST
HEN TURKEY'S
10.18 lb. AVG.

79¢

ARMOUR T ENDER

RIB STEAK

$1.18

LB.

99~

PURE LEAN

GROUND BEEF

68~

LIMIT 1 WI1H $7.50 ADD. PUR.
EXCLUDING TOBACCO
a DAIRY PltODUCTS

LARGE STALK

BIG 32oz.

CELERY

COKES

EA.

SWifl"S SELF-BASTING

15,

EA.

}8~

FAMILY
PACK

88~

LB.

U.S. INSPECTED CUT .UP
FAMILY PACK
PLUS
DEPOSrr

FRYERS
LB.

35,

